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ABSTRACT

The investigation reported here concerns numerical

simulations of the behavior of the jointed rock mass

in the nearest surroundings of a portion of a KBS3

type tunnel, including one deposition hole. Results

from three-dimensional models are presented and com-

pared to results obtained from previous investiga-

tions of two-dimensional models. The three-

dimensional models and the previous two-dimensional

models relate to conditions prevailing in and around

the BMT drift in Stripa mine.

In particular are the importance of conditions, im-

plicitly assumed in two-dimensional models, regarding

joint orientation and joint persistence, investiga-

ted.

j

The evaluation of the results is focused on effects

on joint apertures. The implications regarding rock

permeability is discussed for a couple of cases.

It is found that the real three-dimensional geometry

is of great importance, and that the two-dimensional

models in some cases tend to overestimate the magni-

tudes of inelastic joint displacements and associated

aperture changes considerably, i.e. the real three-

dimensional situation implies locking effects, that

generally stabilizes the block assembly.

It is recommended that further three-dimensional si-

mulations should be performed to determine relevant

ranges of alteration of fracture apertures, caused by

excavations and thermal processes, and that fracture

geometries, that are typical tc virgin granitic rock,

should be defined and used as input for these simula-

tions.
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SUMMARY

The objective of the investigation reported here was

to perform a set of three-dimensional distinct ele-

ment simulations with models that correspond to two-

dimensional models, studied in previous investiga-

tions, and to compare the 2D and the 3D results, in

particular with respect to the possible effects of

conditions, implicitly assumed in two-dimensional

models.

The UDEC simulations performed by Hökmark (4) for the

BMT-drift in Stripa were to be taken as a basis for

comparison to the 3D results. These calculations con-

cerned effects of tunnel- and borehole excavation, of

internal tunnel pressures and of thermal cycles.

The three-dimensional calculations were performed

with the distinct element code 3DEC, using a 80486-

based microcomputer with a Weitek co processor.

The results indicate that the locking effects of the

three-dimensional fracture geometry are considerable

and that the stress release, caused Ly excavation cf

the tunnel, produces aperture expansions of about 100

microns or less at maximum, rather than the large

expansions of about 1 mm, obtained from the 2D mo-

dels.

For cases with a realistic three-dimensional fracture

geometry the effects on fracture apertures of an in-

ternal 3 MPa tunnel pressure are found to be small in

comparison to the effects of excavation

It is found that, though the 2D calculations over-

estimated the thermal effects considerably, the 3D

and the 2D calculations gave qualitatively similar
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results after a completed thermal cycle. Both codes

gave residual aperture expansions of a few hundred

microns at maximum for the investigated cases. It is

however concluded that these magnitudes of the resi-

dual effects are probably overestimated.

It is found that estimations, based on mechanical

calculations, of the hydraulic conductivity in the

direction of the tunnel axis are very sensitive to

variations in the three-dimensional fracture

geometry.



INTRODUCTION

The near field rock of a nuclear waste repository,

i.e. the rock in the nearest surroundings of tunnels

and deposition holes, will be affected by significant

stress redistributions resulting from the excavation

and, after deposition of the spent fuel, by thermally

induced stresses. Also the swelling pressures of ben-

tonite barriers in deposition holes and of bentonite

based backfill materials in tunnels will affect the

stresses in the near field.

The deformations associated with these stress changes

may be inelastic as well as elastic. Inelastic defor-

mations will probably be restricted to the system of

discontinuities, e.g. joints, and have the form of

joint slip along joint segments at low or zero normal

stress and separation of decompressed joints. Elastic

deformations will take place along and across joints

in compression as well as in the intact rock. The

joint aperture changes in regions with large, i.e.

inelastic, relative block displacements may give

raise to considerable changes in rock permeability.

The geometrical conditions, i.e. orientations and

locations of fractures relative to excavated volumes

and relative to primary stresses and temperature gra-

dients, are probably the most important determinants

of the magnitudes of these relative displacements of

rock blocks in the near field.

The joint behavior of the near field rock is of in-

terest to the rock sealing program within the Stripa

project and has been studied by use of 2D numerical

modeling within this project. The investigation pre-

sented here is a continuation and extension to three

dimensions of those previous simulations.



OBJECTIVE

Two-dimensional numerical models of jointed rock re-

quire that a number of conditions are met. Some of

these implicitly assumed conditions are listed be-

low:

1. - JoJnts strike perpendicular to the plane of ana-

lysis .

2. - Joints are continuous in the direction normal to

the plane of analysis.

3. - Other geometrical conditions, such as shape of

excavations, are identical in the direction nor-

mal to the plane of analysis at sufficiently

large distances from that plane.

4. - Heat sources are uniform and continuous in the

direction normal to the plane of analysis.

If all the above conditions are met, then the rock

blocks will move and interact as an assembly of in-

finitely long bars of differently shaped cross sec-

tions. Generally, all these conditions are not met or

met only approximately, meaning that two-dimensional

calculations may give results that overestimate, in

particular, relative block displacements.

The main objective of the study presented here was to

investigate the importance of some of the conditions

above, implicitly assumed to be met in two-

dimensional numerical models of jointed rock, by per-

forming as number of three-dimensional calculations

and to compare results from these three-dimensional

calculations to results from previous, corresponding



two-dimensional calculations. The intention was also

to arrive at set of results that can be used as a

basis for comparison to experimental findings ob-

tained within the rock sealing part of the Stripa

project.

The three-dimensional calculations were to be

performed with the distinct element code 3DEC and

concern in particular the conditions around the BMT

drift in the Stripa mine.

Effects of borehole- and tunnel excavation and ef-

fects of other activities, i.e. heat production in a

BMT borehole and pressurization of the tunnel inte-

rior, performed in the BMT drift within the Stripa

project, were to be investigated. The results were to

be compared to results obtained from corresponding 2D

distinct element code calculations performed by

Hökmark (4) using the two dimensional UDEC code.



DISTINCT ELEMENT CODES

3.1 GENERAL

The distinct element method was first proposed by

Cundall (3) and is frequently applied to numerical

simulation problems involving jointed media, e.g.

jointed rock masses. The main feature of the method

is that the problem domain is divided in two systems:

The continuous system, i.e. the assembly of rock

blocks, and the discontinuous system, i.e. the system

of ro -k joints. The rock blocks interact through cor-

ner and edge contacts for which mechanical proper-

ties, that account for the mechanical properties of

the joints, are specified.

While inelastic behavior can be prescribed for the

continuous system as well as for joints in the two

distinct element codes UDEC and 3DEC, which are

shortly described below, it is generally assumed that

inelastic behavior is restricted to the discontinuous

system.

3.2 THE UDEC AND 3DEC CODES

In both UDEC and 3DEC the rock blocks must be discre-

tized into constant strain zones if internal block

deformations and not only relative block motions are

to be considered. The number of zones, i.e. tetra-

hedra, will obviously be considerably larger for 3DEC

models than the number of zones, i.e. triangles, for

corresponding UDEC models. This means that 3DEC

models will require significantly more computer me-

mory and significantly longer run times than cor-

responding UDEC models. To arrive at reasonable run-

times and to get models that fit into the computer



memory it is thus necessary that in 3DEC models the

regions of finely discretized blocks be restricted.

In general, the 3DEC code is more developed with re-

gard to interactive operation; the user can for in-

stance enter joint generation input in graphics

screen-mode and view the model or parts of the model

during set up from any arbitrary direction and at any

magnification (Fig 3.1). At present, the 3DEC code is

however less developed with respect to available ty-

pes of boundary conditions and material models. Some

of the differences in performance between the two-

dimensional distinct element code UDEC and its three-

dimensional counterpart 3DEC are discussed below. For

a more detailed description of the 3DEC code, see

Appendix I.

Figure 3.1: Part of one of the 3DEC models analyzed in this

report. To check that the joint system is generated

as intended also in the inner parts of the physical

model, the user may make any number of blocks invi-

sible.



3.2.1 Material models

3.2.1.1 Continuous system

For the intact rock, i.e. the material between

joints, the same ype of material models are availab-

le in UDEC and 3DEC, i.e. linearly-elastic and Mohr

Coulomb elastic/plastic models. In addition, an ex-

perimental elastic/brittle fracture model is imple-

mented in UDEC.

3.2.1.2 Discontinuous system

For the discontinuous system, both codes include a

basic Mohr-Coulomb friction model with a linearly-

elastic stress-closure relation for joint normal dis-

placements. In UDEC an additional, more realistic,

joint model is available, i.e. the continuously yiel-

ding model. This joint model includes a non-linear

joint closure relation with a power law dependence of

the joint normal stiffness on the joint normal

stress. Also the joint shear stiffness depends accor-

ding to a power law on the joint normal stress. For

joints under shear the mechanism of progressive da-

mage is simulated in a realistic way. The residual

friction angle, specified by the user, is approached

at a rate that is determined by joint parameters re-

lated to the joint roughness.

3.2.2 Boundary conditions

A set of basic mechanical boundary conditions are

available for both codes: Constant velocity bounda-

ries and free-to move constant stress boundaries.

Velocity or stress boundary conditions may be applied

to entire boundaries or to parts of boundaries and

also be mixed in any physically meaningful way. In

3DEC mechanical boundary conditions can also be ap-

plied to inner boundaries, such as excavation peri-



pheries, whereas this is, at present, not possible in

UDEC. (This will be the case for UDEC versions beeing

released during 1991)

In UDEC an additional, boundary element representa-

tion of the far field is available. If the region

outside the distinct element domain may be considered

to be infinite and isotropic-elastic, then this type

of boundary condition is useful; the boundaries do

not have not be located as far from the region of

interest, as in cases where stress or velocity boun-

daries are used, to eliminate boundary effects.

3.2.3 Thermal logic

In UDEC heat transfer is calculated using a standard

finite difference approach to the diffusion equation.

Thermal properties, e.g. specific heat and heat con-

ductivity, may be assumed to have different values in

different parts of the model. Convection and radia-

tion boundary conditions may be applied to outer and

inner boundaries. By default boundaries are adiaba-

tic. Time dependence, i.e. exponential power decay,

can be specified for heat sources.

In 3DEC a simpler approach is taken. Temperature

fields are obtained as superimpositions of analyti-

cally derived point source fields. This means that

excavations or other regions with thermal conditions

that are different from those of the rock mass can

not be recognized, and that thermal boundaries are

infinite by default. On the other hand this method

gives calculations that are much faster than the more

accurate method used in UDEC. Point sources may be

distributed in any fashion to model point-, line- or

volume heat sources. As in UDEC, decay rates can be

specified for the power of the heat sources.

In both UDEC and 3DEC mechanical calculations can be
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inserted between thermal calculations at any time. In

this way stresses that result from the volume expan-

sion of the heated rock material can be equilibrated

as often as necessary to model the continuous proces-

ses in the real rock.

3.2.4 Flow logic

In UDEC fracture flow can be modeled. Flow along

fractures is initiated by pore pressure differences

in neighboring joint domains. By default cubic law

fluid flow is assumed, but fluids may also be assumed

to be of Bingham type or to obey special power law

relations. Hydraulic apertures are obtained by addi-

tion of calculated joint normal displacements to the

assumed initial apertures. Flow calculations are ful-

ly coupled to the mechanical calculations, i.e. frac-

ture pore pressures reduce joint normal stresses, and

pore pressures are affected by changes in domain vo-

lumes.

At present no flow logic is implemented in the 3DEC

code.



SCOPE OF WORK

Fig 4.1 illustrates the geometrical conditions that

may have an effect on results obtained from 3D models

as opposed to results from 2D analyses. The vertical

section through the center of the 3D model represents

a possible 2D plane of analysis.

The geometrical conditions for joints, shown in the

upper part (a) of Fig 4.1, will be implicitly assumed

for such a 2D model, i.e. it will be assumed that

joints strike normal to the 2D model plane and are

continuous in the direction normal to that plane. The

2D sections shown in the lower parts (b,c) of Fig.

4.1 have the same appearance as the one in the upper

part, but the implicitly assumed 2D conditions are

not met; all joints are not normal to the 2D section

(b) and joints are not continuous in the direction

normal to that plane (c). Items 1-4 below concern

these types of joint geometrical 3D effects.

For 2D models in general it is assumed that excava-

tion geometries are uniform and continuous in the

direction normal to the model plane. For the vertical

sections shown in Fig. 4.1 this is true for the tun-

nel, but not for the vertical borehole in the tunnel

floor, meaning that 2D models of vertical sections

that include effects related to the borehole will

give erroneous results irrespective of the joint geo-

metry. This applies for instance to calculations of

effects induced by the increased temperature in the

rock mass surrounding a power source located in the

vertical borehole. Items 5 and 6 below concern 3D

calculations where borehole effects are included.
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2D - 3D C0APARI50N

DIP DIRECTION

CHANGED

JOINTS NOT

CONTINUOUS

IN TUNNEL

DIRECTION

Figure 4.1: Generalized image of 3D model. The cut plane repre-

sents possible plane of 2D analysis
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4.1 LIST OF ITEMS

1. - Create three-dimensional 3DEC model according to

Fig 4.1 a, simulate the tunnel excavation and

compare the results to results obtained from

corresponding two-dimension UDEC models des-

cribed in chapter 5.

2. - Perform additional simulations of the excavation

for a series of different assumptions regarding

orientation of joints relative to the tunnel

axis. Assign 3D joint dip and joint spacing data

that preserves the geometry of the vertical mid-

section (4.1 b). Compare the results to results

obtained from UDEC model, described in

chapter 5.

3. - Simulate excavation assuming joints to be dis-

continuous in tunnel axis direction (Fig.

4.1.C). Compare results to UDEC results descri-

bed in chapter 5

4. - Simulate pressurization of tunnel interior in

3DEC model of the type shown in Fig. 4.1 b and

compare to results obtained in corresponding

UDEC models described in chapter 5.

5. - Simulate excavation of a 3 m deep 0.8 m diameter

borehole in the tunnel floor and compare the

results to corresponding 2D results obtained

from UDEC models of horizontal borehole cross

sections (described in chapter 5).

6. - Simulate 60 days of heating with a 1500 W power

source located in the vertical borencle and,

subsequently, turn off the power and simulate

the cooling. Compare the results to 2D results

obtained in UDEC models of vertical tunnel sec-

tion and horizontal borehole section, (described

in chapter 5).
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PREVIOUS 2D-CALCULATIONS

A 2D UDEC investigation of the vertical section shown

in Fig 4.1 has been performed by Hökmark (4). Also a

horizontal section of a 0.8 m borehole was included

in this investigation. The dimensions of the models

were 30 m x 32 m, (vertical section) and 10 m x 10 m,

(horizontal section). The joint geometry used in the

model of the vertical section was almost identical to

the one shown in Fig. 4.1, which is also a basis for

the 3D calculations presented in following chapters.

The UDEC model was however more detailed at some dis-

tance from the tunnel periphery. Figs. 5.1 and 5.2

show the joint geometries for the vertical and hori-

zontal sections, respectively.

Figure 5.1: Joint geometry used in vertical model of the BMT

drift. Circular structures were added to facilitate

the subdivision of rock blocks into constants strain

finite difference triangles. Mechanically, these

structures do not influence the results.
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5.1 MATERIAL MODELS

The properties assumed for the intact rock material

were identical to those used in the 3D calculations

presented in the following chapters.

For the fractures the continuously yielding joint

model, described in chapter 3, was useu. Figs 5.3 and

5.4 show stress-strain relations for joint shear dis-

placements and joint normal displacements, respecti-

vely. The numerical innut was determined from com-

parison to experimental data for joint samples from

the Stripa mine (2).
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Figure 5.3: Shear stress vs shear displacement at constant nor-

mal stress. Normal stresses are: 25, 15 and 5 MPa.

Dotted lines: Experimental, Barton and Vik (2).

Solid lines: UDEC approximation.
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Figure 5.4: Normal stress vs joint normal displacement.

Solid lines: Experimental, Barton and Vik (2)

Dotted line: UDEC approximation.
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5.2 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND IN-SITU STRESSES

The far field was modeled with boundary elements with

the following values for the elastic properties:

Bulk modulus =39 GPa

Shear modulus = 17 GPa

For the vertical section the insitu stresses were:

a — 15 MPa (horizontal stress)

<r — 6 MPa (vertical stress)

For the horizontal section the insitu stresses were:

<r = 20 MPa

a = 10 MPa

The 20 MPa stress does not agree with the correspon-

ding in-situ stress (15 MPa), assumed for the verti-

cal section and in the 3D calculations presented in

the following chapters. The higher stress was chosen

to account for the stress increase below the tunnel

floor that results from the excavation of the tunnel.

5.3 CALCULATIONS

Effects of excavation and of thermal cycles were cal-

culated for the vertical section as well as for the

horizontal section. Effects of internal tunnel pres-

sures and of fracture flow were investigated for the

vertical section.

For the vertical section a number of additional si-

mulations were performed. Some of these simulations

concerned the sensitivity of the results to changes

in the detailed joint structure around the tunnel.

Some of the results from the 2D calculations are pre-
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sented shortly below.

5.3.1 Vertical section - base case

Fig 5.5 shows rock displacements and joint shear dis-

placements, induced by the tunnel excavation. Fig 5.6

shows corresponding changes in joint mechanical aper-

tures. From these figures one finds that the dis-

placements, induced by excavation, are large and

mainly due to the failure of the joint that inter-

sects the lower right corner of the tunnel. Joint

shear displacements exceed 1 mm at several locations,

which means that considerable inelastic deformations

took place (see Fig 5.3). This case, in which the

joint structure allows for large relative block mo-

tions, will be referred to as the "base case". The

thermomechanical cycle (heating of the region below

the tunnel and subsequent cooling) gave large resi-

dual aperture increases. Also the pressure cycle (3

MPa internal tunnel pressure and subsequent 3 MPa

pressure reduction) gave residual aperture increases.

5.3.2 Vertical section - "restricted case"

In an additional series of calculations, an artifi-

cial restriction was imposed on the movability of the

block system in the lower right tunnel region: seg-

ments of the joint that intersect the lower right

corner were "glued", i.e. not allowed to slip or se-

parate. This case will be referred to as the "re-

stricted case". Fig. 5.7 shows the displacements in-

duced by the excavation under "restricted case" con-

ditions. Fig. 5.8 shows corresponding increases in

joint mechanical apertures. The maximum joint shear

displacement was about 0.8 mm, which means that some

partly inelastic deformations did take place, while

the majority of the deformations were almost comple-

tely elastic (see Fig 5.3).
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As seen from Figs 5-5 - 5.8 the "restricted case"

calculations gave displacements of significantly les-

ser magnitudes •than the "base case" calculations. The

kinematical restriction specified in the "restricted

case" calculations may represent a locking effect

that results from the real 3D situation. In the "base

case" calculations the largest relative block motions

tor>k place along the fracture that intersects the

lower right tunnel corner, meaning that possible de-

viations for this joint from the 2D idealization

could have a great influence, which was the reason

for locking this special joint in the "restricted

case" simulations. The residual aperture changes that

resulted from the thermomechanical cycle and from the

pressure cycle were significantly smaller than the

corresponding changes obtained from the "base case"

calculations.

5.3.3 Horizontal section

The calculations performed for the horizontal bore-

hole cross section gave only insignificant changes in

joint mechanical apertures, i.e. a few microns at

maximum. All joint shear displacements were smaller

than 200 jim, i.e. well within the elastic range (see

Fig. 5.3. This was the case for the excavation stage

as well as for the thermomechanical calculation. Af-

ter a completed thermal cycle, (heating and sub-

sequent cooling), the stress- and displacement fields

were nearly identical to those obtained after excava-

tion, i.e. no residual effects did result from the

thermal cycle.
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3DEC CALCULATIONS

6.1 PROBLEM GEOMETRY

The model geometry was in the form of a polyhedron

with parallel sides and the dimensions 30 by 32 by 30
m (x#y,z). The 2D problem geometry was transferred to

the x,y plane of the model with the origin positioned

one meter above the mass center of the polyhedron.

y \

30 m

Figure 6.1: Basic geometry of the 3DEC model

6.1.1 Geometry of joints and excavations

In the center of the model a tunnel was modeled, run-

ning along the z-axis throughout the whole model.

Four major joint sets were included in the model. In

the central part of the model two of the joint sets

were repeated in a non persistent way making the spa-

cing reduced by half.
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Table 6.1: Orientation of discontinuities and location of one

joint for each joint set for the parallel case.

Jset No. Dip DipDir Origin Spacing

degr degr X Y Z (m)

1

2

3

4

5

6

50

75

75

80

15

15

270

270

270

90

90

90

-3.1

-5.31

-3.11

-2.21

7.5

7.5

-7.5

-7.5

-7.5

-7.5

-5.2

-2.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

9.0

4.2

4.2

6.5

6.0

6.0

(inner)

(inner)

The model was constructed by, first of all introdu-

cing the major joint sets, and then by using the geo-

metry created, adding the inner joints. Some extra

joints had to be added in order to enable a proper

geometry. When generating the inner joint system cer-

tain restrictions were used throughout the different

cases (see Fig 6.2 below);

(1) The upper boundary of the inner joint system

should always be described by joint "a" .Joint

"a" should always connect the two major joints

marked "A";

(2) Joint "c" should connect the two joints marked

"C". Note that the upper part of the right li-

miting joint only works as a geometrical help

line (i.e., the joint has no mechanical meaning

to the model);

(3) The upper limit of joint "d" should be joint

"a" and the lower by joint "e", that has a

right limit in joint "E". That means that the

part of "d" that goes below the Me"-joint, is a

non-mechanical joint, anf finally;
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(4) The "f" and "g" joint should both have joint

"a" as an upper limit but the lower limit of

"f" should be the "A11 joint while the Mg" joint

only goes down to "e".

A

Figure 6.2: Geometrical rules for model creation

This means that the shape and size of the inner joint

volume will change when the orientation of any major

joint sets that control this volume are changed.

Each case analyzed concerned a change in joint orien-

tation for one or many joint sets.
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The change in orientation had to be done so that the

apparent dip in the cross section was the same from

case to case. The dip was therefore recalculated as

described below:

DIP = arctan tan
cos • J

where <p = horizontal strike angle from tunnel

axis and

a = apparent dip in cross section perpendi-

cular to the tunnel (z) axis.

Similarly, the true joint spacing S is calculated as

S = S * c o s D I P

app cos a

where S = apparent spacing in cross section per-

pendicular to the tunnel axis.
app

Figure 6.3: Left: Apparent dip angle a and horizontal strike

angle <p. 3DEC input parameters are: DIP (see above)

and DD (Dip Direction). For the fracture plane shown

in this figure, DD = 270° -#.

Right: Stereographic representation of a 45 degr ro-

tation of a 15 degr dipping, parallel joint.
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The tunnel was made in two steps, a rectangular part

(5*3.5 m) and an upper arc divided into five seg-

ments. The total height of the tunnel was 4.5 m. In

the middle of the tunnel, at x,z — 0,0, a 3 m deep

bore hoJe was generated from the tunnel floor and

down. The diameter of the borehole was 0.8 m and it

was created as an 8 corner cylinder.

6.1.2 Problem discretization

In order to minimize the size of the problem set up

and still keep an acceptable level of resolution, the

model was zoned in different stages. This made it

possible to create a comparable zoning in all the

different runs, without any major influence from

changes in joint orientations.

In the center of the model a cube with the sizes (Ax,

Ay, Az) = (8, 7.5, 3) m was created in which zones

with a maximum edge length of 0.5 m was generated.

This cube was situated inside another 12 m by 12 m by

10 m cube, in which zones were generated with max

edge lengths of 2 m. Outside these cubes a maximal

edge length of 5 m was used. In the tunnel and bore-

hole interiors, the maximal edge lengths were set at

5 m and 0.5 m, respectively.

1 . 5 0 m

< uasm '

Figure 6.4: Vertical cross section at z=0 describing different

discretization regions. 1 = maximal zone edge length.
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6.2 MATERIAL MODELS AND PROPERTIES

The models consisted of elastic, isotropic intact

material (blocks) separated by discontinuities with

an elastic - ideally plastic stress-strain relation

with a Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion-

The mechanical properties of the material relates to

laboratory tests of the Stripa granite and can be

seen in the table below;

Table 6.2: Mechanical properties of the Stripa test

site used in the 3DEC runs

density (kg/m3) 2623

Youngs modulus (GPa) 70

Poisson's ratio 0.21

All discontinuities in the different cases are with

the sane properties;

Table 6.3: Discontinuity properties used in the 3DEC

runs

Normal stiffness (GPa/m) 300

Shear stiffness (GPa/m) 10

Friction angle degr 25.6 (incl. dilatancy)

Dilatancy degr 2.0

For the thermal analyses the following characteris-

tics were used for the material;

Table 6.4: Thermal properties of the material used in

the 3DEC models

thermal conductivity, k (W/mK) 3.5

specific heat, Cp (J/kgK) 0.8e3

linear therm coeff (1/K) 0.83e-5
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This is, for 3DEC input format, recalculated as ther-

mal diffusivity K:

K =
3.5

d * Cp 2623 * 0.8e3 = 1.67e-6

6.3 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND INSITU STRESSES

The models were ran with so called stress boundaries,

which means that the stress on the boundary surface

is constant, independently of boundary displacements.

The applied boundary stress was to balance the insitu

stress as shown in the figure below:

I i i i 1! 1 i i I

z'——-x

1 {

i

1 1 il 1

y

x

| \

—z

\

Figure 6.5: Boundary conditions applied to balance the insitu

stresses, which were <r = <?„ = 15 MPa, a = <rTr = 6
x ii y v

MPa and a = o\ = 10 MPa

It was found, during tha model set up, that only by

applying boundary stresses, the model would go un-

balanced and start to rotate. This behavior was cau-

sed by the large material displacements at the model

boundary. Therefore, further boundary conditions had

to be added. These conditions were all in the form of

zero boundary velocity and were applied as can be

seen in Figure 6.5.
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6.4 CALCULATED CASES

The modeling was conducted in three phases:

(1) A total of nine different analyses wereconducted

in which the mechanical effect ofdifferent joint

orientation on the tunnelexcavation was studied,

and

(2) two complete runs with the tunnel and bore hole

excavated. The bore hole was then heated for 60

days and then cooled down. The mechanical ei-

fects, both from excavating and applying thermal

loads, were studied and finally;

(3) a number of analyses were conducted in which the

tunnel was pressurized with an internal pressure

of 3 MPa.

The conducted analyses are summarized in Table 6.5

below. As can be seen in this table, the first nine

analyses, i.e. runs C6 -CIA, only involved changes in

joint orientations and were only analyzed in one

step, namely excavating the tunnel.

Runs Cl - C5 and runs C18 - C19 were test cases, and

will not be presented here. The original enumeration

of runs has however been kept, in order to avoid the

problem of renaming save files and changing plot tit-

les.

The model geometries are presented in Appendix 11:1-3

with block plots and stereographic projections.
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Tabl° 6.5: Description of the conducted runs,

C6

C7

C8

C9

C 10

C11

C 12

C 13

C 14

C 15

C 16

C 17

C 20

C21

Jset * 1

Dip/DipDir

SO/270

5*300

.:

.:

50/270

50 97/285

50/270

50 97/285

50/270

.:

50/270

50.270

50 97/285

Jset 02

Dip/DipDir

75/270

•

.-.

7» 13)5

75 5*255

75/270

78 4,110

75/270

78 4/310

78.4/310

.:

Jset #3

Dip/DipDir

75/270

.:

.:

-•-

79 3/315

75 5/255

75/270

.:

784/310

75/270

784/310

78 4/310

.:

Jset #4

Dip/DipDir

BO/BO

.-.

a

. - .

. - .

80.33/1CS

80/90

.:

81.32/60

80/90

8132/60

8132/60

.:

Jset #5

Dip/DipDir

1SJ90

.:

U2/1Z0

17S/60

20 7SMS

15 5/75

15/90

.'.

15/90

.:

15/90

15/90

.:

Jset #6

Dip/DipDir

15/90

.-.

17S/120

17.2/60

20 75/45

155/75

I5/S0

.-.

15/90

.-.

75/90

-•

15/90

.:

Note

Ignited to z= T 5

C6 therma'

C14 therma!

elastK, éotrcpc

Press, yeh bou

Press, velo bou

The sequences of runs are shown below:

C6 (tunnel excavation) -> C15 (borehole excavation) -»

-> C15 (thermal).

C14 (tunnel excavation) -> C16 (borehole excavation) -•

-* C16 (thermal).

C13 (tunnel excavation) -* C21 (pressurization).

C14 (tunnel excavation) -» C20 (pressurization).
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3DEC RESULTS

7.1 METHODOLOGY OF RESULT INTERPRETATION

Since the main purpose with this study was to compare

the displacement field around the tunnel periphery

for the two-dimensional approach versus a three-

dimensional approach, some rules had to be used when

interpreting the results.

- All comparisons, no matter joint orientations, had

to be done to the section z = 0.00 since that pro-

file was the one similar to the 2-D profile.

- Displacement magnitudes (material, joint shear and

joint normal) had to be represented by projected

vectors on the comparable cross section.

- Due to differences in grid point locations in dif-

ferent models, point A - E (fig 7.1) are approxi-

mate to some degree. When comparing, the nearest

vector has been chosen.

Displacement vector plots of the vertical midsection

and of the horizontal cross section at borehole mid-

height are found in Appendices IV - VII.

The effect of the zone size on the displacement mag-

nitudes was investigated during the initial analyzing

by observing the maximum magnitude of displacement in

several cross sections with different zone sizes. It

was found that the influence of zoning was negligible

at these small values of discontinual displacements.
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7.2 EFFECTS OF TUNNEL EXCAVATIONS

Excavating the tunnel was the major disturbance done

to the model. Apart from deformation of the intact

material around the tunnel periphery, large material

movements along discontinuities were observed, inde-

pendently of joint orientation used. These shear

movements could be seen all the way out to the model

boundary and rather localized to a small number of

joints.

Since the change in joint orientation had to be done

in a way that made the apparent dip and location un-

changed in the 2-D profile, any rotation of the stri-

ke gave a change in dip as described earlier (section

6.1.1).

By doing a simple 3-D analytical calculation of the

normal and shear stresses on a single plane, located

in the applied stress field (see Appendix III), it

can be seen that the different joint sets react dif-

ferently on rotation. Fig 7.1 shows the normal stress

to shear stress ratio for the six joint sets as a

function of orientation relative to the tunnel axis.

It can be seen that rotating joint sets No 2, 3 and 4

causes this ratio to decrease rapidly, which can be

translated as the shear strength getting reduced.

The relation shown in Fig. 7.1 is only valid for one

single joint in an isotropic medium. For these very

complex geometries, other effects might be of greater

influence. Still, this has to be accounted for. A set

of result plots for every case of tunnel excavation

can be seen in Appendix IV:1-14.

The points A-I, referred to in the comparison and in

the Appendix IV, are located on joint planes and in

the tunnel boundary as shown in figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.1: Analytical relation between normal- and shear

stress as a function of the plane angle <p to the

tunnel axis.

70

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Crots section plot:

U-F«b-->1 9:38

geoaetric scale

0 2E+00

d t p . 90.00
dd - 180.00
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O.OOOE«00
1.000E-05

Cut-p l . O.OOOF.+ 00
•aq • I . 00
c y c l e 6000

lutct/Falconbridge

Figure 7.2: Location of the points used for comparison of

the different models.
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7.2.1 Grid point displacement field

The displacement field is heavily dominated by dis-

continuous inelascic displacement caused by a joint

that cuts the lower right corner of the tunnel. The

joint belongs to joint set #1 and it causes both the

right wall to converge and the floor to rise along

the discontinuity. The largest displacement vector

can, in all models, be seen where the joint enters

the tunnel in the right wall. The continuation of the

joint down the floor shows on the second largest dis-

placement but some exceptions can be seen with diffe-

rent geometries.

Since the displacement field is so dominated by this

feature, the displacement distributions are similar

to some degree in all the cases why comparisons will

be done with respect of magnitudes.

Among the points A, B, D and G, observed in the com-

parison, both A and B relates to the joint mentioned.

It is therefore interesting to see how this specific

joint effects the displacement field depending on its

orientation. Figure 7.3a-c shows on the difference

between three different joint orientations of the

joint mentioned, i.e. parallel(= 0 degr), 15 degr and

30 degr rotation of joint set 1.

With a simple trigonometrical approach, the projected

magnitudes should have been reduced by a factor of

cos <p, where <f> is the angle of rotation. That would

give the magnitudes shown in Table 7.1 for two of the

points that directly are affected by changes in di-

rection of joint set l, i.e. points A and B (Fig.

7.2). These figures should be compared to the conti-

nuum case (run 17) that gave a maximum of 0.8 mm dis-

placement in the wall and approximately 0.2 mm in the

floor.
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Table 7.1: Model magnitudes v.s. trigonometrical for the two

cases of Joint set I rotations

parallel 15 degr

cosl5*para model

30 degr

cos30*para model

A =
B =

3

3

. 7 2

. 1 4

3

3

. 5 9

. 0 3

2

1

. 9 7

. 8 0

3

2

. 2 2

. 7 2

2

1

. 4 1

. 2 4

normal

Displacement [mm]

shear
Displacement [rrnr]

displacement
Displacement [mm]
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Figure 7.3: Displacement effects from rotating joint set No.l

0 degr, 15 degr and 30 degr.

a) joint normal displacement, b) joint shear dis-

placement, c) grid point displacement.

Fig 7.4 below shows displacements of gridpoints

closest to points A, B, D and G for all cases invol-

ving different assumptions regarding orientation of

joints relative to the tunnel axis.
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Runs No. 7, 8, 9 and to some extent No. 13 all show

on very reduced displacements while runs No. 10, 11

and 14 give magnitudes comparable to the parallel

case. 1*-. can be seen that joint set 1 is parallel in

all the runs that show on large displacements except

from run No. 11 in which all the joint sets have been

rotated 15 degr in different directions. By rotating

all sets in different directions a larc,e number of

free blocks are created and also a large number of

joint intersections along which material movements

can appear.

Displacement [mm]

// n

I-

0

•4

fä

H
?̂

IS

M.

MS

iti i d&:

:m
B D

CL6 CL 7 ^ CL 8 &£ CL9 [J CL 10 g CL 11 CL 14

Figure 7.4: Grid point displacements from all cases analyzed.

7.2.2 Joint shear displacements

Also when it comes to relative shear displacements

along joint planes, the joint that intersects the

lower right corner of the tunnel gives the largest
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magnitudes. It is also most sensitive to changes in

joint orientations (point A and B) as can be seen in

Fig 7.5 below.

Relative shear displacement [mm]
3.5

3

2.5

1.5

1

0.5

0
i m

B

CL 6 CL 7 f§3 CL 8 ^ CL 9 • CL 10

H

CL11 CL13 M CL14

Figure 7.5: Relative shear displacements along joint planes,

for all cases analyzed.

7.2.3 Joint normal displacements

The largest effects from orientation changes can be

seen in joint normal dislpacements (see Fig. 7.6).

The magnitudes are all very scattered even though it

is obviously the joints that intersect the earlier

mentioned joint in a large angle that gets the lar-

gest normal displacements. The effect of having many

small, loose blocks in a model (run 11) is even more
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obvious for normal displacements as can be seen

below.

Relative normal displacement [mm]
1.6

1.4

1.2

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

If r

I

A B C E F H I

• CL 6 få CL7 ^ CL8 g| CL9 Q CL 10 M CL11 H CL 13 j§| CL 14

Figure 7.6: Relative normal displacements of joint planes

7.3 EFFECTS OF BOREHOLE EXCAVATION

The excavation of the borehole was done for two joint

geometry cases, namely the parallel case and the No

14 case, i.e. the cases that where to be analyzed

thermally.

The geometrical limitations of the borehole makes it
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a typical 3-D volume to analyze. The results will be

presented for the vertical cross section that is com-

parable to the 2-D model and in an horizontal cross

section with the center at bore hole mid-height.(see

Appendix V:l-6).

Before excavating the borehole, all displacements

were reset, why the magnitudes presented only are

effects of the borehole excavation.

In both cases, the joint that dominated the deforma-

tion picture for the tunnel excavation, guides the

displacements in this stage . There are great dif-

ferences in the displacement field on the different

sides of this structure and both the maximum shearing

and the maximum normal displacements are located to

this joint (App V:l, App V:3).

When comparing the two cases it can be seen that

there are no great differences in displacement magni-

tudes. The displacement field differs though, mainly

for the joint that intersects the bore hole in a

steep dip in the upper right part of the hole sur-

rounding, which gets sheared in a totally different

angle than the parallel case.

7.4 EFFECTS OF THERMAL LOADS

Thermal loads were applied to the two joint geomet-

ries, No. 6 and No. 14, after that the mechani-

cal effects of the bore hole excavation were analy-

zed. The heat source was applied as three points

along a line in the bore hole as described below.

Each point had an effect of 500 W which made the to-

tal effect 1500 W. The results from the heating and

the cooling phase can be seen in Appendix VI both for

the vertical and the horizontal cross-section midway

down the hole (y=-3.5).
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1 y= -3.5 m

• heat source

Figure 7.7: location of the heater in the bore hole and the

radius mentioned in figure 7.8

7.4.1 Heating

The heater was on for totally 60 days and the mecha-

nical effects of the thermal expansions were calcula-

ted in 15 days increments. After 60 days, the heater

was turned off and a cooling phase of another 60 days

was analyzed.

The temperature distribution at different times after

start of the heating period can be seen in the dia-

grams below (Fig 7.8).
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Temperature (degrees)
40

1 2 3

Radius (m)
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D - A - • • € > • — * —

Temperature (degrees)
8

1 2 3

Radius (m)

15 30 45 60

Figure 7.8: Temperature distribution with time for:

the heating phase (left) and cooling phase (right)

The effects from heating during 60 days was, in the

vertical section, very similar in the two cases. The

main disturbances are caused by the same joint as

mentioned before (see Appendix VI). The raise of the

tunnel floor is restricted by the joint in a very

obvious way and this can also be seen as a very domi-

nant shearing going on along this joint. The biggest

differences between the two cases can be seen for the

joint normal displacements, for which a more locali-

zed distribution appears for the No. 14 case.

The raise of the floor is more or less restricted to

a radius of 5 to 6 m along the tunnel axis, from the

center of the borehole with the maximum raise less

than 1 mm. The shearing along joint planes in the
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surrounding of the bore hole is, for the parallel

case limited to two directions, radial along the tun-

nel axis and along the dominating joint (App VI:2).

In the other case, more shear paths are available,

whymaximum magnitudes, twice as large as in the

parallel case can be seen. Even though shearing is

distributed over a larger number of joints in the No.

14 case the normal displacements are very similar in

the two cases (App VT:3).

7.4.2 Cooling

The cooling was made by simply turning off the heater

and then, in 15 days increments calculate the mecha-

nical effects of the cooling. This was done for a

total of 60 days, why a small remaining temperature

field was in the model as can be seen in figure

7.8 b.

Also the cooling phase shows on very small differen-

ces between the two cases. Still the joint belonging

to set No.l dominates the displacement field. The

maximum magnitudes of joint normal displacements are

2-4 times larger in the cooling phase than in the

heating phase but then it appears more locally to a

small number of joints (App VI:5).

7.5 EFFECTS OF INTERNAL TUNNEL PRESSURE

The internal pressure was applied as a normal stress

acting on the tunnel boundary with a normal stress of

3 MPa. This pressurization was done for two joint

geometry cases, namely the case where joint set 1 has

been rotated 15 degr and the No. 14 case. The boun-

dary conditions were changed after consolidation as

can be seen in Appendix VII. The applied conditions

are described in figure 7.9 below.
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Figure: 7.9: Outer and inner boundary conditions for the pres-

surization analysis.

All displacements were reset before applying the

pressure. All magnitudes are therefore effects from

the pressurization. Basically, the effects of the

pressurization can be seen all around the tunnel

periphery as a rather consistent expanding displace-

ment field. The maximum magnitudes are about half

than from the thermal load which was very locally

distributed. Also the shearing along joint planes are

occurring on most joints intersecting the tunnel but

still the joint through the lower right corner of the

tunnel is dominating the behavior.
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8 COMPARISON OF 3D RESULTS TO 2D RESULTS

The results obtained from the UDEC calculations de-

scribed in chapter 5 will be used as a basis for com-

parison to results obtained from the 3DEC calcula-

tions. In the 3DEC models, material properties and

boundary conditions were set to give as close as pos-

sible an agreement with the corresponding conditions

of the UDEC models. However, since the more complex

boundary conditions (elastic far field) and joint

constitutive model (continuously yielding joint

model), used in the UDEC calculations, could not be

used in the 3DEC models, an additional and simpler

UDEC model was created. The joint geometry of this

model did coincide exactly with the geometry of the

vertical mid-section of the 3DEC models, material

properties and boundary conditions were identical to

those of the 3DEC models. The geometry of this model

is shown in Fig. 8.1.

The reason for creating this model was to check that

differences, found when comparing 2D results to 3D

results, were not due to differences in boundary con-

ditions and joint properties, rather than to perform

another set of calculations. Thus only the tunnel

excavation was simulated using this "equivalent case"

UDEC model. Fig. 8.2 below shows rock displacements

and joint shear displacements, caused by excavation

of the tunnel.
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Figure 8.1: Joint geometry of "equivalent case" model. This

geometry differs only in details from the geometry

shown in Fig 5.1, i.e. the geometry of the "base

case" and "restricted case" models.
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Figure 8.2: 2D "equivalent case". Rock displacements and joint

shear displacements caused by tunnel excavation.
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8.1 EFFECTS OF EXCAVATION

8.1.1 Tunnel excavation

Fig. 8.3 shows the maximal joint separations in dif-

ferent regions around the tunnel. The 3DEC results

presented in this figure were obtained for three dif-

ferent assumptions regarding the orientation of the

joint set that includes the joint which, at tunnel

mid-length, intersects the lower right corner of the

tunnel (see Fig. 4.1). All 3DEC values refer to the

vertical mid section. The UDEC values were obtained

from the previous investigation, described in chapter

5, and from the equivalent model described above.

Note that the 3DEC parallel case results should,

theoretically, agree with the UDEC equivalent case

results, i.e. the rightmost symbols. While this seems

to be the case for the wall regions, the UDEC calcu-

lation overestimated the aperture changes in the

floor region and underestimated them in the roof re-

gion, i.e. compared to the 3DEC results. The reason

for this discrepancy is difficult to tell. However,

the UDEC case and the 3DEC parallel case both re-

present systems of rock blocks that are (in some re-

gions, i.e. floor, right wall) loosely bound and thus

allow for large inelastic displacements, meaning that

final equilibrium states are not unique, but stress

path dependant. Small differences in the numerical

procedures might have produced slightly differing

stress paths. The sensitivity of the system is also

illustrated by the difference in UDEC "base case" and

UDEC "equivalent case" results.

Taking into account the sensitivity of the system,

the agreement between the UDEC base case and equi-

valent case results and the 3DEC parallel case re-

sults, may be considered to be reasonable.

From Fig. 8.3 it is also inferred that the 3DEC re-

sults, obtained in the cases where the joint that
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intersects the lower corner of the tunnel was not

parallel to the tunnel axis, agree, at least with

respect to order of magnitudes, quite well with the

UDEC "restricted case" results.

Fig. 8.4 shows the maximum joint separations in dif-

ferent regions around the tunnel for a number of dif-

ferent 3DEC cases, including two of the cases already

shown in Fig. 3.1. Cases A - E concern different as-

sumptions regarding joint orientations, case F limi-

ted traca lengths in the tunnel axis direction for

all joints, while cases G - I are the 2D cases shown

also in Fig. 8.1. Note that the results are in parti-

cular sensitive to changes in the orientation of

joint set 1, i.e. in runs ?.n which this joint set was

parallel to the tunnel axis, the aperture increases

caused by the tunnel excavation were considerable

larger than in other cases, especially in the floor

and right wall regions (see also Fig. 7.5).

From Fig 8.4 it is also inferred that the limited

trace lengths (see Fig 4.1 c), assumed in run C12,

reduced the calculated aperture changes significantly

compared to all other cases, meaning that the impli-

cit 2D assumption of infinite trace lengths in the

out of plane direction may be more critical to the

reliability of results obtained from 2D analyses than

assumptions made regarding joint orientation.
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Figure 8.3: Maximum joint separations after tunnel excavation.

Left: 3DEC results for different assumptions regar-

ding the orientation joint set 1.

Right: UDEC results from previous investigation, de-

scribed in chapter 5, and from equivalent 2D model of

mid-section of the 3DEC model. Labels denote right

wall (R.W), floor (FL), left wall (L.W) and roof (RO)

regions.
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Figure 8.4: Maximum joint separation after tunnel excavation

for a number of 3DEC cases (A-F) and for correspon-

ding UDEC cases (G-I).
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Fig 8.5 shows maximum rock displacements at the tun-

nel periphery, obtained in 3DEC calculations 6, 7 and

13, i.e. the parallel case and the cases where joint

set 1 was oriented 30 degr and 15 degr, respectively,

relative to the tunnel axis. As in Figs 8.3 and 8.4

the results from the three UDEC cases are shown for

comparison. As in the case of joint separations, the

results for the parallel case are in reasonable agre-

ement with the 2D base case and the 2D equivalent

case results. This should also be expected, theoreti-

cally. The 2D restricted case results agree more with

the results obtained from the calculations were the

orientation of joint set 1 was changed.
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Figure 8.5: Maximum rock displacement at the tunnel periphery.

Left : 3DEC results for different assumptions regar-

ding orientation of joint set 1.

Right: UDEC results from previous investigation, de-

scribed in chapter 5, and from equivalent 2D model

of mid-section of the 3DEC model. Labels denote right

wall (R.W), floor (FL), left wall (L.W) and roof (RO)

regions.
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8.1.2 Borehole excavation

The maximum inward displacements of the borehole pe-

riphery, caused by the excavation were 0.18 mm and

0.23 mm, respectively, for the two cases that were

analyzed in 3DEC. The corresponding value, obtained

in the UDEC simulation described in section 5.3.3,

was 0.25 mm. Taking into account that the in-situ

stress states did not coincide (see section 5.2) and

that the plain strain condition was not met in the 3D

calculation, these results must be considered to be in

reasonable agreement.

The effects of the borehole excavation on joints,

i.e. shear displacements and aperture changes, found

in the 3DEC calculations and in the UDEC analyses of

the horizontal borehole cross section are difficult

to compare, since the joint geometries in the 3DEC

models do not even approximately meet the 2D condi-

tion of completely vertical joints. For horizontal

cross sections at borehole mid-height it appears,

however, that the maximal joint expansions, caused by

the borehole excavation, were found to be a few mic-

rons in magnitude in the two 3DEC models chosen for

simulation of the borehole excavation (see App V:6).

These values are projections to the horizontal plane

of the total expansion, meaning that the total maxi-

mum joint expansions at borehole mid-height did

amount to about 10 microns. The corresponding UDEC

result was 0.8 microns, i.e. one order of magnitude

less. From the vertical cross sections of the 3DEC

models it appears that the joint expansion were at

maximum at the point of intersection with the bore-

hole and did locally amount to a about 50 urn (See

App V:3).

The conclusion is that the UDEC analysis underestima-

ted the effects of the borehole excavation. The main

reason for this is that the plain strain condition,

assumed in the UDEC calculation, was not met in the
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real geometry. Especially the free surface at 1.5 m

distance from the modeled section, i.e. the tunnel

floor, makes large out of plane displacements pos-

sible (sec App V:l and V:2).

8.2 EFFECTS OF INTERNAL TUNNEL PRESSURES

For the two cases investigated in 3DEC the maximum

outward displacement of the borehole periphery caused

by the 3 MPa pressurization of the tunnel interior,

was found to be about 0.4 mm. The corresponding va-

lues found in the 2D analyses were 0.63 mm (base

case) and 0.36 mm (restricted case).

Fig. 8.6 shows the maximum aperture changes, caused

by the 3 MPa pressurization, in different regions

around the tunnel. The 2D base case calculation gave

aperture changes of considerable magnitudes, espe-

cially in the floor and right wall regions, whereas

the 2D restricted case calculation and both 3DEC cal-

culations gave aperture reductions of a few tens of

microns at maximum. Note that the vertical axis is

logarithmic.

The conclusion is that the effects on the fracture

system of an internal 3MPa tunnel pressure were over-

estimated by the UDEC analysis, i.e. in comparison to

results obtained from 3DEC analyses in which all

joints were not parallel to the tunnel axis.
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Figure 8.6: Joint aperture reductions caused by the 3 MPa

pressurization of the tunnel interior.
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8.3 EFFECTS OF THERMAL LOADS

8.3.1 General

In the 3DEC models the 1500 W pov/er source was in

operation for a period of 60 days. These were also

the actual values intended for the Stripa Test 1 hea-

ter experiment. The power production in this experi-

ment was, however, eventually increased to a little

more than 2000 W in order to get more significant

effects on the grout material.

In the UDEC calculations described in chapter 5, the

power was set at 1500 W and the heating period was 30

days.

Since no attempts were made to account for the 3D

gemetry of the heater (other than reducing the hea-

ting period), the temperature increase in the UDEC

models was almost twice the one in the 3DEC models.

In addition, the magnitude of thermally induced

stresses were overestimated in the UDEC calculations

due to the plain strain conditions.

8.3.2 Vertical section

Table 8.1 below shows the maximum displacements found

in the tunnel floor for the UDEC base case, the UDEC

restricted case, and the two cases that were analyzed

with 3DEC, i.e. the parallel case and the C14-

geometry case (see Table 6.5).
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Table 8.1: Maximum displacements in tunnel floor, mm

Heating

Cooling

Residual

base

3.

-2.

0.

UDEC

case restr. case

05

30

75

3.11

-2.73

0.38

parall

0.

-0.

0.

3 DEC

.case

89

47

42

C14

0.

-0.

0.

case

94

36

58

No thermal analysis was performed for the 3DEC cases

in which the joint that intersects the lower right

tunnel corner was not parallel to the tunnel axis.

The differences between the UDEC base case results

and the 3DEC results are mainly due to the infinite

extension of the power source assumed in UDEC, i.e.

the UDEC results represent overestimations. Qualita-

tively, however, the UDEC and the 3DEC results are in

agreement, i.e. all calculations gave a residual up-

ward displacement of the tunnel floor. The mechanical

effects of the thermal cycle on the most expanded

joint below the tunnel floor are shown below in Table

8.2. Similarly, the effects on the most expanded joint

in the right wall region are shown in Table 8.3.

Table 8.2: Maximum separation aperture of the joint below the

tunnel floor before heating and after completed ther-

mal cycle, mm

base

Before thermal
cycle

After thermal
cycle

Residual
effect

1

2

0

case

.54

.33

.79

UDEC

restr.

0.

0.

0.

case

10

32

22

parall

l

1

0

.40

.70

.30

3DEC

.case C14

1

1

0

case

.54

.84

.30
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Table 8.3: Maximum separation of the most expanded joint in the

right wall region before heating and after completed

thermal cycle, mm

UDEC 3DEC

base case restr. case parall.case C14 case

Before thermal
cycle

After thermal
cycle

Residual
effect

1

1

0

.07

.54

.47

0

0

0

.31

.33

.02

i

1

0

.00

.10

.10

0

0

0

.50

.60

.10

The values obtained for the residual mechanical

aperture expansions in the two 3DEC cases probably

represent overestimations compared to a realistic 3D

situation. The reasons for this assumption are:

1. The 3DEC calculations were performed only for geo-

metries in which the joint that, in the analyses of

the tunnel excavation and the borehole excavation,

appeared to control most of the inelastic behavior

was parallel to the tunnel axis. This means that

the very significant locking effects found in some

of the excavation analyses were not invoked in the

analyses of the effects of the thermal pulse.

2. The UDEC restricted case calculations gave smaller

residual effects than the 3DEC calculations. Yet

the temperatures and the thermally induced stres-

ses were largely overestimated in the UDEC models.

Note that, for the tunnel excavation stage, the

restricted case results agreed reasonably with

results obtained from 3DEC models, in which joint

set 1 was not parallel to the tunnel axis.

3. The inelastic response to the thermal cycle might

have been overestimated due to the large tempera-

ture increments, allowed between mechanical equi-
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librium calculations. The temperature increments

corrsponded to 15 days of heat source operation.

In the UDEC models the interlacing of mechanical

and thermal calculations was closer.

8.3.3 Horizontal section

The UDEC horizontal borehole model gave no residual

effects of the thermal cycle, i.e. displacements

caused by heating and subsequently by cooling were all

elastic. In the 3DEC models, however, large dis-

placements in the borehole axis direction were made

possible by the free tunnel floor surface, meaning

that the plain strain condition assumed in the UDEC

case was not even approximately met.

Thus in horizontal cross sections through the 3DEC

models at borehole mid-height, the residual joint

expansions caused by the thermal cycle amounted to

about 50 um at a few meters distance from the hole

center (App VIr9 ; App VI:12). The same reservation

as in the previous section for probable 3DEC over-

estimations mu£.t however be made.

The conclusion is that the UDEC analysis of the hori-

zontal cross section underestimated the effects on

joints (i.e. shear displacements, joint aperture

changes), caused by the thermal pulse.
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EFFECTS ON ROCK PERMEABILITY

9.1 GENERAL

From the comparisons shown in the previous chapter it

turns out that the 3D effects regarding joint geomet-

ry are of great importance when trying to estimate

the magnitudes of joint aperture changes that result

from, for instance, tunnel excavations. Since the

permeability of jointed rock is very sensitive to

changes in joint apertures, the effects on the per-

meability of the near field rock will be treated

shortly in this chapter.

As seen from Fig. 8.4, the 2D approach, "i.e. the

base case", overestimated the excavation effects,

especially in comparison to 3D cases in which the

orientation of the joint that appeared to control

most of the inelastic behavior was changed. By sup-

pressing relative block displacements along and

across this: joint at a few locations, a 2D case, i.e.

the "restricted case", was created that gave dis-

placements of magnitudes that were more in agreement

with the ones found in these 3D cases.

A first attempt to estimate the change in hydraulic

conductivity in the tunnel axis direction that would

result from the excavation of the BMT drift is made

below, using the UDEC "restricted case" results. A

second attempt is then made using the 3D results ob-

tained from the 3DEC model that gave the smallest

aperture changes. For the UDEC "restricted case" also

the effects on the permeability of an internal 3 MPa

tunnel pressure are calculated.

Note that all conductivities presented below are ba-

sed on mechanical calculations and refer to one spe-
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cific reference tunnel section. Questions related to

the degree of connectivity between different portions

of the tunnel are not considered.

9.2 UDEC RESTRICTED CASE CONDUCTIVITIES

Fig. 9.1 below shows conductivities in the tunnel

direction for five different regions around the tun-

nel. The calculations were performed using the UDEC

"restricted case results". To perform the conductivi-

ty calculation the joint mechanical data of the UDEC

save files were written to Microsoft EXCEL spread-

sheets for processing. The following conditions were

assumed:

- All joints had a 10 jzm hydraulic aperture

initially.

- The current hydraulic aperture for a joint segment

is obtained as the sum of the initial aperture and

the total mechanical joint normal displacement for

that segment.

- The flow q (normal to the 2D section) through one

joint segment is given by:

q 12 *

where g = gravity,

p = water density,

1 = length (in model plane) of joint

segment,

a = hydraulic aperture of segment,

li = dynamic viscosity of water and

i = the hydraulic gradient.

For the viscosity of water the value at 20°C, i.e.

0.001 Pas, was used. For water of 5°C the values in

Fig 9.1 should all be reduced by about 30%.
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2D. Restricted Case

Hydrnulic Conductivities In Tunnel
Direction.
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Figure 9.1: Conductivity in tunnel direction for five different

regions around the BMT tunnel.

Upper: Initial conductivities and conductivities af-

ter excavation. Values in parenL^esis denote conduc-

tivities relative to the initial values.

Lower: Conductivities after pressurisation and after

completed pressure cycle. Only the regions closest to

the tunnel are considered. Values in parenthesis de-

note conductivities relative to the conductivities

after excavation.
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From Fig. 9.1 one finds that the effects of excava-

tion on the conductivity are considerable, especially

in the region immediately to the right of the tunnel.

9.3 3DEC CASE 12 CONDUCTIVITIES

A second attempt to estimate the conductivities along

the tunnel axis can be made by use of the 3DEC re-

sults obtained from the case where all joints had a

3 m persistence in the tunnel direction, i.e. the

case that gave the smallest changes in mechanical

apertures (case 12 in Table 6.5, see also Fig. 4.1

c). Only the regions closest to the tunnel will be

considered. From Fig. 8.4 one finds that in this

case, labeled F, the maximum aperture increases in

the left wall, right wall and floor regions were 30%,

60% and 25%, respectively, of those obtained from the

restricted case calculations. If these percentages

are assumed for all joints in these .regions, then the

conductivity in, for instance, the left wall region

may be estimated by comparison to the corresponding

restricted case conductivity:

k = 2.5e-7 m/s * 0.33 = 6.8e-9 m/s

The values for the three closest regions in Fig 9.1

are shown below in Table 9.1.

Table 9.1: Calculated UDEC restricted case conductivities and

estimated 3DEC case 12 conductivities, m/s. Numbers

in parenthesis denote increase relative to the ini-

tial values shown in Fig. 9.1.

UDEC restr. case 3DEC case 12

left wall 2.5e-7 6.8e-9 (6)

right wall 5.7e-6 1.2e-6 (500)

floor 1.5e-7 2.3e-9 (3)
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Note that the percentages used for these estimations

were obtained from comparison of aperture changes,

not total apertures. Thus the initial 10 urn apertures

were not included, meaning that the percentages above

and hence the case 12 conductivities are underestima-

ted in regions with small aperture changes, i.e. in

the floor and left wall regions.

The values estimated for the 3DEC case 12 conductivi-

ties may still represent an overestimation of the

effects of excavation. All joints had a persistence

of only 3 m in the tunnel direction, but since all

joints terminated at a distance of +/- 1.5 ro from the

vertical mid-section, the deformability of the system

was at maximum in that section, i.e. at z = 0, with

coinciding maximum aperture changes for all joints.
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10 CONCLUSIONS AUD RECOMMENDATIONS

10.1 BASIC FINDINGS - DISCUSSION

A few basic findings of this investigation are listed

below:

1. The UDEC and the 3DEC codes gave results that were

in reasonable agreement if the conditions that are

implicitly assumed to be met in 2D were actually

realized in the 3D models. This verifies that the

two codes perform in compatible ways, at least for

the case investigated here. Some differences be-

tween UDEC and 3DEC results from analyses that

should, theoretically, give identical results,

were however found. For the most expanded joint,

for instance, the difference in calculated joint

expansion after tunnel excavation was about 40 %.

2. Compared to 3DEC analyses in which the implicitly

assume I 2D conditions regarding joint geometry

were not met, the UDEC analyses of the vertical

tunnel section overestimated the inelastic re-

sponse to tunnel excavation, to pressurization of

the tunnel interior and to a thermal cycle.

3. The UDEC analyses of the horizontal borehole sec-

tion underestimated the inelastic displacements

caused by the borehole excavation and by the ther-

mal cycle.

Point 1 above is important, since this finding is a

necessary prerequisite for meaningful comparisons of

UDEC results to 3DEC results.

Point 2 leads to the question of the magnitudes of

overestimations found :'n the UDEC analyses. In the 2D
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geometry used for comparison here, the block struc-

ture allowed for large inelastic displacements, mea-

ning that the restricting 3D conditions had signifi-

cant effects. Limited trace lengths in the direction

normal to the 2D section appeared to give a larger

reduction of the inelastic displacements than any

assumption made regarding joint orientations.

The limited trace lengths meant reductions of calcu-

lated joint expansions after excavation of at least

one order of magnitude compared to the idealized 2D

case. Also in comparison to the 2D case in which an

artificial restriction on the movability was imposed

in order to account for 3D effects of joint orienta-

tion, did the limited trace lengths reduce the calcu-

lated joint expansions after excavation significantly

(about 50%.).

According to the discussion in the last paragraph of

section 9.3, also the latter figure probably repre-

sents an overestimation of the maximal joint separa-

tion, caused by excavation, that should be expected

at any location in a vertical tunnel section with a

joint geometry of the type studied here. Thus one

conclusion is that the maximum joint separation in

the cross section, if all 3D conditions are conside-

red, would be not more than a few tens of microns.

Point 3 indicates that problems related to a BMT type

borehole should not be treated in 2D. Out. of plane

displacements will occur both as a result of borehole

excavation and as a result of thermal loads. However,

while the UDEC horizontal cross section analyses ob-

viously underestimated the inelastic response to exca-

vation and thermal cycle, the 3DEC analyses probably

overestimated them (Note that no 3DEC analysis of the

borehole excavation or of the thermal pulse were per-

formed for the 3D geometries that appeared to repre-

sent the hardest movability restrictions).
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10.2 RELEVANCE OF UDEC CALCULATIONS

From the discussion above, it turns out that the use

of 2D Distinct Element codes may be questionable in

problems that involve geometries of the type investi-

gated here.

The vertical tunnel section represents a problem that

should be possible to treat in 2D if no discontinui-

ties were present. The shape of the tunnel, the joint

spacing relative to the dimensions of the tunnel and

the detailed joint structure in regions of low stres-

ses produce large inelastic displacements along and

across discontinuities. It has been shown here that

these large displacements do not occur, unless the 2D

assumptions regarding joint orientation and joint

persistence in the out of plane direction are met.

For a similar 2D geometry in which the kinematical

restrictions are harder (i.e. fewer and less persis-

tent joints, smaller dimensions and more favorable

shape of the excavation), the dependence of the re-

sults on the 3D joint geometry will be less pronoun-

ced, and 2D calculations may give results, regarding

for instance aperture changes, that approximately

would agree with results obtained from corresponding

3DEC models with realistic conditions regarding joint

orientations and joint persistence. This would how-

ever have to be verified for every individual model,

at least if the inelastic portion of the joint shear

displacements, found in the 2D analysis,, were not

negligible.

The horizontal borehole section represents a problem

in which the plain strain condition is not met. The

tunnel floor is situated at a distance from the

modeled mid-section of the borehole, which apparently

is too small in comparison to the borehole diameter

to justify the 2D approach.
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10.3 RELEVANCE OF 3DEC CALCULATIONS

The orders of magnitude regarding, for instance, cal-

culated aperture changes, obtained from 3DEC models

with reasonable general and probable conditions re-

garding joint orientation, were found to be about 30%

of those obtained from the UDEC calculations. If the

discontinuities were assumed to have an extension of

not more than 3 m in the tunnel axis direction, this

figure was only about 10%, which corresponds to a

maximum joint expansion of about 150 jiw.

The combined locking effects of non-parallel joints

and restricted joint trace lengths were not investi-

gated. With the same basic data regarding joint

spacing, location and orientation as in, for instan-

ce, case C8, and with joint trace lengths being re-

stricted to a few meters in all directions, i.e. with

joint gaps inserted at random along the tracks of the

individual joints in the x, y and z-directions, the

calculated joint expansions would probably be even

smaller than the smallest ones found in any of the

investigated cases. This would mean that the order of

magnitude of joint expansions, induced by the tunnel

excavation might not exceed a few tens of microns at

maximum.

The relevance of the 3DEC results thus depends on

whetner the fracture geometry was realistically de-

scribed in the 3DEC models.

In the Stripa Test 1 heater experiment, the residual

heave of the tunnel floor in a 2 m region around the

heater hole was found to be about 200 jim at maximum.

The cases that were investigated thermally in 3DEC

gave maximum values of 420 jim and 580 jun. Yet the

heat power was higher in the experiment than the

power assumed in the 3DEC calculations. This indica-

tes that the assumed fracture systems allowed for
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significantly larger inelastic displacements than the

real system actually did, meaning that geometries of

the types tried in case 8 and case 12, or some combi-

nation, may represent more realistic models. This

could mean that joint expansions, caused by the tun-

nel excavation, were not more than a few tens of mic-

rons at maximum.

10.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that the joint behavior in the

nearfield rock should be further analyzed by use of

3DEC models. One objective should be to arrive at

relevant estimates of joint aperture alterations that

result from excavations, thermal processes and from

the forces applied to excavation peripheries by swel-

ling buffer and backfill materials. A more general

objective is to enhance the understanding of deforma-

tions in jointed rock in and around a nuclear waste

deployment region. Results from simplified, large

models should guide in defining the input for smal-

ler, more detailed models. An outline of this work is

proposed below.

1. Define a couple of fracture geometries, which ex-

hibit typical features of virgin granitic rock,

i.e. with few, persistent joints and with a hier-

archy of orthogonal subsystems of joints of smal-

ler persistence, Pusch and Hökmark (6).

Simulate tunnel excavations for a number of as-

sumptions regarding orientation relative to the

fracture system and for a few assumptions regar-

ding the shape of the excavation. In a first ap-

proach the 3D models should be very large and only

the major discontinuities should be included. The

evaluation should focus on inelastic relative block

motions along these large discontinuities. Based

on these results smaller models in which also the
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subsystems are included should be studied in more

detail. The evaluation of these models should

focus on aperture changes in the nearfield. In

this way the significance of the orientation of

large, continuous fracture zones relative to the

tunnel can be systematically investigated and re-

levant ranges of effects on joint apertures can be

determined.

3. Simulate the effect of thermal cycle for some of

the models. The heat production should be modeled

using the initial power and the decay characteris-

tics of real, 40 years old spent BWR fuel.

4. For the KBS3 concept, the region around deposition

hole should be analyzed with respect to effects

on flowpaths between deposition hole and tunnel.

Effects from excavation of the 1.5 m diameter de-

position holes, of clay buffer swelling pressure

and of the thermal pulse should be considered.
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Appendix 1:1

DESCRIPTION OF THE 3DEC CODE

3DEC is the latest version of the distinct element
method for simulating the behavior of jointed rock
masses. The basis for this code is the extensively-
tested numerical formulation used by the two-dimen-
sional version, UDEC. This numerical method is
specifically designed for simulating both the quasi-
static an dynamic response to loading of rock media
containing multiple, intersecting joint structures.
The distinguishing features are described below.

1. The rock mass is modeled as 3-D assemblage of
rigid or deformable blocks.

2. Discontinuities are regarded as distinct
boundary interactions between these blocks;
joint behaviour is prescribed for these
interactions.

3. Continuous and discontinuous joint patterns are
generated on a statistical basis. A joint
structure can be built into the model directly
from the geological mapping.

4. 3DEC employs an explicit-in-time solution
algorithm which accommodates both large
displacement and rotation and permits time
domain calculations.

5. The graphics facility permits interactive mani-
pulation of 3-D objects. This greatly facili-
tates the generation of 3-D models and inter-
pretation of results.

The development of 3DEC is based on state-of-the-art
technology in microcomputers and three-dimensional
graphics facilities. The model was developed on an
IBM-compatible 89386-based micro-computer, and the
3 DEC graphics has been designed to utilize the
Enhanced Graphics adapter (EGA) or Video Graphics
Array (VGA) card. The model takes full advantage of
these graphics facilities by allowing the user to
enter input interactively from both a printed
command-mode and a graphics screen-mode. In the
screen mode, the user can "move" into the model and
make regions invisible fcr better viewing purposes.
This allows the user to build the model for a
geotechnical analysis and instantly view the 3-D
representation.

The program has restart capabilities which permit the
saving and restoring of the model file at any stage
of the development. This 3lso permits the transfer of
files to -Jt mini-computer or larger system for running
large models ct greater computation speed.
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For example, a model can be developed quickly on the
micro-computer,, a file describing the model
transferred to a larger computer (such as a VAX or
CRAY) for computation, and a file containing the
final state of the model transferred back to the
micro-computer for post processing.
3DEC has the facility to create two-dimensional
"windows" through the 3-D model. On these windows,
output can be presented in the form of principal
stress plots, stress contour plots, relative shear
plots, and vector plots.

Three-dimensional output can also be presented in the
form of wire-frame and vector plots. All these plots
can be created in screen-mode by single keystrokes
which move and rotate the 3-D model, orient the
window, and produce the required output (vector,
contour, etc.)- The output can then be directed to a
hard-copy device for incorporation into reports.
The automatic zone generator in 3DEC allows the user
to devide deformable blocks into difference
tetrahedral zones. A single command allows the user
to specify as fine a discretization as needed and to
vary the discretization throughout the model. Thus, a
fine tetrahedral mesh can be prescribed for blocks in
the region of interest and a coarser mesh can be used
for blocks further out.

Structural element logic is coupled to the distinct
elements in 3DEC in order to simulate structural
support interaction with the 3-D blocks. Two types of
structural elements are provided:

(1) cable or rockbolt elements (which can be used
to represent fully-grouted or point-anchor
rockbolts, cablebolts, or tie-back anchors);
and

(2) triangular plate elements (which are joined
together to model concrete or shotcrete linings
for a tunnel).

3DEC is also coupled to a three-dimensional thermal
analysis model which permits the calculation of
thermally induced stress changes for thermal-
mechanical problems, such as nuclear waste isolation
studies. The speed of calculation for a 3DEC model is
a function of the computer and math coprocessor
selected to run the code. 3DEC uses an explicit
solution procedure as opposed to an implicit approach
which is most common in finite element or boundary
element methods. In the explicit approach, unknown
values off the Variables relating to each element in
the problem are calculated from known values in that
element and its immediate neighbors. The equations
relating these values are solved locally for each
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timestep. This "timestep" may be a physically
realistic timestep for dynamic analysis or a
calculational increment progressing to an equi-
librium state for a static analysis. The equations
are solved in the explicit approach by direct
integration using a numerical differencing scheme.
The txmestnp limitation in the explicit approach
restricts the computation efficiency for solving
linear problems because many calculational timesteps
may be required to reach the equilibrium state.
However, for non-linear analysis with an explicit
program, there is little appreciable increase in
computer time over the linear analysis, whereas an
implicit program becomes much less efficient and may
take several iterations to reach the solution,
solving the complete system of equations at each
step. The explicit approach, in this instance, proves
more advantageous.
Furthermore, a great advantage with the explicit
formulation in practice, is that it is possible to
stop the run temporarily whenever for checking the
results, and then resume the timestepping from the
point the run was interrupted. This is not possible
with an implicit formulation.

General solution procedure in 3DEC

The explicit algorithm used in the 3DEC code is based
on the use of force-displacement laws which specify
the interaction between a block and its surrounding
neighbors, and laws of motion which governs the
displacements of the block as they are subjected to
forces which are not in balance. As described above,
the explicit method requires that a problem is to be
solved in a time-marching procedure in which a
calculation cycle is performed for each timestep.
For quasi-static problems, the timestep does not
refer to real time, but a calculation increment and
is more correctly viewed as a means of "cycling" a
problem to the equilibrium steady state.
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Normal and shear stress acting on a joint plane in a known

stress field are calculated as follows;

a - nfcs = rî Sn

r2 = i g!2 _ a2
where;

n = [nx , ny , nz]t is the unit normal of the plane

and the stress field acting on the plane is described

by:

S = ax Txy Tzx

Fxy ay Tyz

Tzx Tyz az

In this case the stress matrix S looks like belov;;

S = 16 0 0

0 6 0

0 0 10

and the normal stress acting on joint set No. 1 (50 deg

dip) is then

s = S n = 16 0 0

0 6 0

0 0 10

0

0

0

.77

. 6 4

. 0 0

= 1 2 .

3 .

0 .

3

8

0

a = nus = 0.77 0.64 0.00 12.3

3.8

0.0

and the shear stress is calculated as;

r = [|s|2 - o2 P = [165.73 - 141.61J ̂

1 = [24.61]

11.9 MPa

MPa
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Run 6. All joints sets parallel to tunnel axis

Clay6 n v . AK joint sets parallel to tunnel axis.

•J 1 1 J

A

/

i
\
_̂  ^,

If

I7H

/ 3DEC (Verston r.3;

Croaa aect lon p lo t :

»-F«b->1 11:55

IJII — ^ rir acale

0 2E*00

Tactor s ca l e

0 2E-O2

d i p - tO.00
dd • 1(0.00
center O.OOOE+00

O.OOOEtOO
-1.000E-0S

Cut-pl . O.OOOE-fOO
uaq - ( .00
cyc le 6000

HazlaniM vector -
4.010£-0i

Hawa/Falcontxklge

Grid point displacement (mm)
A= 3.72 B= 3.14 D= 2.10 ^ 1.20

C1ay6.sav, Aft joinl sets parallel to tunnel axis.

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross section plot:

9-reb-91 '.2:01

geometric scale

2E + 00

dip" «0.00
dd - 1(0.00
canter O.OOOE-fOO

O.OOOE-fOO
-l.OOOE-OS

c u t - p l . O.OOOE+00
maq - (.00
cyc'a «000

Haximmm vector -
3.2SSE-03

hasca/Falconbrido.»

Joint shear displacement
A= 2.38 B= 3.14 C= 1.52 H= 0.38 1= 0.30
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, ,-6-sav. All joint sets parallel to tunnel axis.

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross section plot:

J-Feb-?1 13:0]

geometric scale

2E«00

vector seal*

dip- 10.00
dd - 110.00
center O.000E+0O

O.000E«0O
-1.000E-05

eut-pl. O.000E+0O
mag - 1.00
cycle 6000

Haxirun vector -
l.<0«E-03

Itasci/Falconbfkfge

Joint normal displacement (mm)
A= 0.65 B= 3.12 C= 0.06 E= 1.02 F= 1.26
1= 0.00

H= 0.01

Run 7. Jset#l changed from 50/270 to 54/300

Clav7.sav. Jset »1 changed (rom 5O/270 to 54/300

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross section plot:

ll-Feb-91 «:39

geometric scale

2E+00

vector icale

dip' 90.00
dd - 180.00
center O.OOOE^OO

O.OOOE-tOO
i.ooor-05

cut-pl. O.000E+0O
nag * 8.00
cycle 6000

vector •
2.523E-0J

Itasca/Falcon bridge

Grid point displacemert (mm)
A= 2.41 B= 1.24 D= 1.82 = 0.87
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Clav7 UN. Jiet f 1 changed (rom SO/270 lo SV300

X 1 .1 I
n/ \/ A

~—-

/

^TK^*^ / X

IA
w

/ 1

i

/

r-—

3DEC (Version 1.3)

e r a a aaction ploti

11-reb-tl l i lD

qeceMtric acale

0 2E«00

•actor ecale

0 5E-03

dip- to.00
dd - U0.00
center O.oooEtoo

O.OOOEtOO
l.OOOE-OS

c u t - p l . 0.000E+00
» 9 - 1.00
cycle (000

Haxlew vector •
1.306E-03

lusca/Falconbridoe

Joint shear displacement (mm)
A= 1.14 B= 1.23 C= 1.18 H= 0.41 1= 0.38

Clay7.sav. Jjet f 1 changed (torn 50/270 lo 54/300

a. / / i
A/

/
/

7\ ̂ ^hL / \

h
T

\/ H
I1

/
1

A?

/r
7H

rii
/

——

/

3D£C (Version 1.3)

Cross section plot :

l l-Feb-91 «:43

geonwtr'.c scale

0 2E>00

vector scale

0 2E-O3

dip- J0.0O
dd • 110.00
center O.OOOC-fOO

o.oooc«oo
I.OOOE-O;

Ctlt-pl. O.0O0E+00
•ag • t .00
cycle (000

Kaxiamai vector -
3.(03E-0«

hasca/Fafconbrldge

Joint normal displacement (mm)
A= 0.05 B= 0.03 C= 0.05 E= 0.14 F= 0.37
1= 0.05

H= 0.06
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Run 8. Jset #1 50/270 changed to 54/300, Jset #5
15/90 changed to 17.2/120

ClayS.sav, »1 50/270-54/30015 15/90-17.2/120

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Crose section plot:

15-J.n-»1 U:J

geaeatric scale

dip- 50.00
dd - 110.00
center 0.OO0E+00

O.OOOE+00
1.000E-05

c u t - p l . O.OOOE+00
•ag • 8.00
cycle 1561

VAXLWUM vector -
2.463E-0]

Grid point displacement (mm)
A= 2.34 B= 1.27 D= 1.98 G= 1.14

Clay8.»av. I I 50/270-54/300 »5 15/90-17.2/120

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Crott f«ctlon plot:

l«-J«n-1l 10:29

geoeetrlc scale

vector fcale

dip»
dd •
center

cat-pl

cycle

H.xl.u

10.00
310.00

O.OOOEtOO
O.OOOE+00
1.O00E-O5

. O.OOOE-tOO

»561

a vec to r •
1.715E-01

trasca/FalconbridnA

J o i n t s h e a r d i s p l a c e m e n t (mm)
A= 0.92 B= 1.26 C= 1.38 H= 0.40 1= 0 .32
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ClayS.sav, i 1 50/270-54/300 *5 15/90-17.2/120

\ 1 J 1

^A
i i

L\Tn

j J y

1
3DEC (Version 1.3)

Croea aaction plot t

K-Jan-11 10:20

9eoaa>tric ecale

0 2E+00

vector acale

0 1E-C3

dip- »0.00
dd - 210.00
center O.OOOE-fOC

O.OOOEtOO
l.OOOE-OS

c n t - p l . O.OOOE-fOO
aug - COO
cycle «5tl

Haxi«ua vector m

3.452E-04

hasca/Faiconbridgff

Joint normal displacement (mm)
A= 0.08 B= 0.05 C= 0.06 E= 0.14 F= 0.30
1= 0.03

H= 0.04

Run 9. Jset #1 50/270 changed to 54/300, Jset #5
15/90 changed to 17.2/60

day9.sav , »1 50/270 changed 10 53.99/300 and «5 15/90 changtd 10 17.19)60

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Crosa aectlon plot:

i-Feb-»l 1:49

9eonetrlc acale

vector acala

dip- »0.00
dd - 110.00
center O.000E+00

O.OOOE-fOO
1.000E-05

c o t - p i . O.OOOt+00
tug - ».oo
C]rcle (293

HAKLMUU vector *
2-5UE-03

| UascafF atconbf tog*

Grid p o i n t d i s p l a c e m e n t (mm)
A= 2 .40 B= 1.24 D= 1.75 ^ 0 . 88
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dJY9mv.fi SO^O chafedto'3.99/300 and ts 15/90changedto 17.19^0

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross sActlon plot:

l-Fab-11 1:52

9*OMtric seal*

2E+00

vector seal*

5E-0J

d l p -
<Jd -
center

cut-pi
•ag •
cycle

• 0.00
110.00

0.0001*00
O.000E+0O
1.000E-05

. O.GOOE+00

t.co
B293

Haxismn vector *
l .«50t-0J

J o i n t s h e a r d i sp l acemen t (mir.)
A= 0.97 B= 1.22 C= 1.01 H= 0.33 1= 0 .33

•I
v . »1 50/270 changed M 53.99/'3OO and «5 ISW Changed 10 17.19/60

3D£C (Version 1.3)

Cros» section ploti

l-reo-91 l:?5

geometric »cale

vector scale

dip- 90.00
dd - 180.00
center 0.000C+00

O.OOOEtOO
1.0O0E-05

cut pi. c.Qoor+oo
»ag - 1.00
cycle 1293

vector •
2.K9C-04

Joint normal displacGment (mm)
A- 0.20 B= 0.03 C= 0.05 E= 0.16
1= 0.05

hasca/Falcorbfidgo

F= 0.29 H= 0.0 6
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Run 10. Jset #2 75/270 changed to 79.3/315, Jset #5
15/90 changed to 20.8/75

d i p - »0.00
dd - ISO.00
center O.OOQE-fOO

O.OOOE+00
1.000E-05

e a t - p l . O.OOOETOO
a.00

c y c l e 7982

O»yl0.»«v. 12 7V?70 changed :•> 7S.27/315 and * 5 15fl0 changed 20.7Sf«5

Grid
A= 4

point displacement (mm)
,12 B= 3.38 D= 1.88 G= 1.20

Ciay10.»3v. # 2 7V270 changed to 79.27H15 and t 5 15/9C changed 2O.75/<5

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Crosf sxecion plot:

<-F«b-91 14:14

qeoaetric scale

2E*00

rector seal*

C 12-02

•Ur» » o . i o
dd - 110,00
center O.OOOE+00

O.OOOJfOO
1.000C-05

e a t - p l . O.OOGEfOO
mag - S.00
cycle Wl

HtxLtuw vector •
3.453C-03

J o i n t : s h e a r d i s p l a c e m e n t (nm)
A- 2 . 3 0 B - 2 . 9 0 C= 1 .10 H= 0 . 4 0 1= 0 -4 0
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I QaytO sav, # 2 75/27Cchanged ".o 75.27/315ma» 5 1^90 changed K 7V45

3r£C (Version 1.3)

Crave svctlon plot:

«-r«b-»l Us 32

geoaatrlc seal*

•actor acaie

d i p - »0.00
dd - KO.oo
cantar O.OOOEtOO

O.0OOZ4-0O
l.OOOE-0:,

CUt-pl. O.OOOE+00
uq - 1.00
cycle 7SI2

Kaxistua vector ••
1.343E-O3

Itasca/Falconbridgo

J o i n t normal d i s p l a c e m e n t (mm)
A= 0 .75 B= 0 .87 C= 0.08 E= 1.39 F= 1.00
1= 0 .06

H= 0.06

Run 11. Jset #1 50/270 chang. 51/285, Jset #2 75/270
chang. 75.5/255, Jset #4 80/90 chang.
80.3/105, Jset #5 15/90 chang. 15 5/7 5

Cros* l e c t i o n p lot :

U-Fctr-Jl 10:31

geooetr'.c sca le

d i p . «0.00
dd * 110,00
center O.OOOf+00

O.OOOE»00

Grid point displacement (mm)
A= 3 . 7 4 B - 1 . 9 9 D'- 1 . 9 9 G= 0 , 93
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Q avi Hav. «1<ld+15, f2dd-15. »4dd+15. »5(kl-15

3DBC (Version 1.3)

Cross section plot t

16-Feb-»t 10:14

geonetrlc scale

2E+00

vector scale

dip- »o.oo
dd • 180.00
center O.OOOE+00

0.0O0E+00
1.000E-05

cut-pl. 0.000E+00
u ; - t.00
cycle 7500

Maximum vector •
2.4B0E-O3

Itasca/Falconbridg»

Joint shear displacement (mm)
A= 2 . 3 0 B= 2 . 1 6 C= 1 . 6 5 H= 0 . 4 0 = 0.29

C!ay11.S3V. »1 dd «15. »2 dd -15. »4 « +15. »Sdd-15

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross section plot:

H-Feb-91 10:37

qeoMtrlc scale

dlp-
dd -
center

cut-pl
mag -
cycle

Mailniu

• 0.
180.
0.
0.
1.

. 0.

00
00
000E+00
OOOE+00
000E-05
OOOEtOO
8.00

7500

• vector •
7.((8E-04

Joint normal displacement (mm)
A= 0.42 B= 0.07 C= 0.04 E= 0.73 F= 0.62
1= 0.03

= 0.03
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Run 12. All joints parallel to tunnel axis but
limited between z = ± 1.5 m.

rJayi2.sav. AH joints parallel to tunnel axis but limited batmen i . »M.5 m

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross auction plot:

H-F.b-»1 12:21

geometric scale.

2E»00

vector t e a l .

d ip - 50.00
dd • 180.0C
center O.OOOE+00

0.000E+00
1.000E-05

c u t - p l . O.OOOEiOO
Mo - S.OO
cycle 4359

tUxlnuu vector -
1.5UE-01

Itajca/Fafconbridge

Grid point displacement (mm)
A= 1.58 B= 0.68 D= 1.13 G= 0.46

Cla-/12 sav. All joint! parallel to tunnel am but limited between z . »M.S m

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross section plot:

19-Feb-91 12:23

geometric scale

JEtOO

vector scale

dip- 90.00
dd • 1B0.00
center O.OOOFtOO

0,OOOE»00
1.000E-05

Cut-pl. O.OOOEtOO
nag - 1.00
cycle 4)58

vector •
6.522E-O4

Ifa^ca/Falcontxidge

Joint shear displacement (mm)
A= 0.51 B= 0.60 C= 0.31 H= 0.26 1= 0.18
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Clay 12sav. Al join» pwaJtl 10 tumgl mi l but limitw) between I • «/-1.5 m

1 T7 3DEC (Version 1.3)

Croea eeetlon plot:

1»-F.b-»1 12:2;

ttric scale

2E»00

nctor seal*

dip- »o.oo
dd - no.oo
c e n t e r 0.000E+00

O.OOOE-tOO
1.000E-05

e n c - p l . O.OOOE+00
•K9 - i.00
cycle 4)Se

B vector m

1.411E-04
lusca^Falconbridge

Joint normal displacement (mm)
A= 0.14 B- 0.02 C= 0.02 E= 0.12
1= 0.05

F= 0.03 H= 0.04

Run 13. Jset#l 50/270 changed to 51/285

Clay13.sav. Jse; »1 changrd liom 50,770 to 50.97/285

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Crois eectlon plot:

1»-Feb-»1 11:5B

geometric «c«le

vector »c«l«

d i p - »0.00
dd • HO.00
center O.OOOE+00

O.OOOEtOO
l.OOOE-OS

c u t - p l . O.OOOEtOO
mtg - 1.00
cyc le 4300

HaxlBtua vector •
2.<81E-01

Grid po in t d i sp l acemen t (mm)
A= 2.97 B= 1.80 D= 1.80 G= 0.93

Itasca/Falconbridga



Appendix IV:12

Clay13.sav. Jjel #1 changad from 50/270 to 50.97/285

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross section plot:

19-Feb-91 11:59

geoaetric scale

2E»00

IE-02

dip» t o . 0 0
dd - 110.00
c e n t e r O.OOOE+00

O.OOOEtOG
l.OOOE-05

c u t - p l . 0.OO0E+OO
Bag - t.00
cycle 4300

Haxlnun vector •
1.M9E-03

ftasca/Tateonbridga

Joint shear displacement (mm)
A= 1.11 B= 1.89 C= 1.17 H= 0.31 1= 0.26

Clay 13.sav. Jstl f < ctunqta trom 50/570 to 50.57/285

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross lection plot:

19-reb-91 12:01

geonetrlc scale

2E*00

vector scale

d i p - »0.00
dd • 110.00
center 0.0001*00

O.OOOEtOO
1.000»-05

c u t - p l . O.OOOE-tOO
»ag - 1.00
c y c i e 4300

KaxlAua vector •
5.33U-04

Itaica'Fatconbridg»

Joint normal displacement (mm)
A= 0.12 B= 0.08 C= 0.06 E= 0.28
1= 0.03

F= 0.53 H= 0.03



Appendix IV:13

Run 14. Jset#2 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset#4 80/90 changed to 81.3/60

Clay14.s«v.» 2 75/270 changed lo 78.4/310 and » 4 80/90 changed 81.3Z'6O

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Crc>« »action plot:

J0-Feb-»l 11:14

ftrlc seal*

je+oo

vector seal*

dip-
dd •
center

cut-pl
" 9 •
cycle

»u«l«u

»•>.oo
180.00

0.OO0M-00
O.000E+O0
1.000E-05

. 0.000E»00
1.00

3500

tt vector •
3.51»E-03

Ilesca/Falconbridge

Grid point displacement (mm)
A= 3.47 B= 3.06 D= 1.94 G= 1.06

OayMiav.« 2 75/270 changed 10 78.4/310 «nd 14 80/90 changed 81.32/60

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Crots sect ion p lo t :

30-reb-»l 11:20

geometric «c«l«

2E*00

dip-
dd -

cut-pl
ug •
cycle

» O . O O
110.00

0.000E+00
0.000E»00
1.000E-05

. O.OOOL'«00
8.0C

5J00

Haxlaun vector -
J.3S0E-OJ

Joint shear displacement (mm)
A= 1.43 B= 3.14 C= 1.33 H= 0.13 1= 0.30



Appendix IV:14

Oiy M sjv. i 2 7S/270 changed io 7 8 O 1 0 mndt 4 80/90 ctanyd 81.32SO

JDEC <Vers/on f.3)

Cross section plot:

20-reb-»l 11:It

oeo»etrlc scale

vector scale

dip-
dd • :
center

cut-pl.
Bag -
cycle

1 0 .
110.

0 .
0 ,
1,

. 0.

. 0 0

. 0 0

.0O0E»C0

.OO0E»00

.OOOC-05
OOOE*00

1.00
5500

Maxims ve-tor -
1.545E-03

Joint normal displacement (mm)
A= 0.40 B= 0.13 C= 0.05 E= 0.58
1= 0.00

I'= 1.3 8 H= 0.02



Appendix V:l

BORE HOLE EXCAVATION - JOINT SHEAR DISPLACEMENTS

Run 15. All joints parallel to tunnel axis

i Clay t 5sav. Al parallel, mnnef and bo» ho» ttcavatcd. bor* hofcs eftaco

i ! /

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross section plot:

I7-Feb-»1 11:01

geoaetric scale

2E*00

vector scale

dip"
dd -
center

cut-pl
nag -
cycle

Kaxinu

90.
HO.

e.-2
1.

. 0 5

.00

.000E*0O
O00E+00

.0O0E-05
. O.OOCE»OO

1
( . 0 0

iSOO

ai vec to r "
9.13BE-05

Run 16. Jset #2 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset #4 80/90 changed to 81.3/60

Clay 16, "Slnpa case*. Tun and B-hole e«c. Bote hole etfects

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross section plot:

dip» 90.00
dd • 1B0.OO
center O.OOOE+00

-2.000E»00
1.000E-05

Cut-pl, 0.O00E+00
mag • 6.00
cycle »990

Maximum v e c t o r •
1.68)C-C4

Itasca/Falconbodge



Appendix V:2

BORE HOLE EXCAVATION - GRID POINT DISPLACEMENTS

Run 15. All joints parallel to tunnel axis

I Clay t 5sav. A> parallel, tunnel and b « t hoi* excavated, bora hoia effects

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross saction plot:

27-F*b-»l 13:5»

:tric scale

2E.C0

vector scale

dip» 90.00
dd • 180.CO
center 0.O00E+00

-2.000E*00
1.000E-05

cut-pi. O.COOE*OO
mag • 6.03
cycle (600

vector •
1.177E-04

Itascafalconbncge

Run 16. Jset #2 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset #4 80/90 changed to 81.3/60

| Clay 16, "Svipa case'. Tun and B-nole exc. Bore note effects

i 3DEC (Version 1.3)
/i

Cross section plot:

geometric scale

vector scale

L •

0 1

dip-
dd '
center

cut-pl
mag •
cycle

Maxl*u

90.00
ISO.00

O.O00E+OO
-2.O00E«00

I.OOOE-05
. O.OC0F»OO

6.00
4990

a vector •
3.230E-04

ItascaTalconbfidqe



Appendix V:3

BORE HOLE EXCAVATION - JOINT NORMAL DISPLACEMENTS

Run 15. All joints parallel to tunnel axis

| Cl*y 1 5oh. Al paraM. ttnwl bor* hoi* excavated, bor* hat* (fleets

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross section plot:

4-Jul-»l 11:25

geometric scale

JttOO

vector scsle

Bclä l i i - .
ja i r t closing

dip- 90.oc
d d - 1 8 0 . C .
c e n t e r O.OOOE+GO

-?-000E»03
:.OOOE-CS

cut-pl. 0.00CE»C0
m«g B 6.GO
cycle 6600

KaxinuD vector *
6.062E-C5

Itasc^Falconbridge

Run 16. Jset #2 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset #4 80/90 changed to 81.3/60

j Clay 16. Tunne* and txxe hoie excavcted. Bofe hole effects

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Crosi section plot.:

4-Jul-91 10:33

geometric scale

2E + 00

vector scale

6o!tJ Imp .
j c : n l Closing

d i p - 9 0 . 0 0
dd • l e o . o o
center O.OOCE+00

-^.OOOE+00
1.000E-05

cut-pl. C.OOOE+00
mag » 6.00
cycle 4990

Maximum vector •
4.153F-0S

llasca'Falconbridge



Appendix V:4

BORE HOLE EXCAVATION - GRID POINT DISPLACEMENT

Run 15. All joints parallel

Clay I5bh, All parallel.tunntf and bore hoi* •xcavattdL bort hoét tftKts

4 ;
r

'[ '
'[ .
~-\

' A / - * - . -

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross saction p lo t :

26-Apr-91 15:52

g*o«*tric seal*

0 2E-fOO

0 5E-04

dip= .00
dd • 180.00
center O.000E»0O

-3.5OOE»O0
1.000E-05

c u t - p l . O.OOOE+00
mAg s 6.00
cycle 6600

Maximum vector •
1.719E-04

Ilasc^Talconbfidge

Run 16. Jset #2,3 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset #4 80/90 changed to 81.32/60

Clayi6, Tunnel and Bore holeexcavated, Bore hole effects

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross section p'5^:

26-Apr-9I 15:58

geometric scale

2E*00

vector scale

dip» .00
dd • .00
center O.00OE+00

-3.500E>00
1.000E-05

c u t - p l . O.OOOE»00
nag • 6 .00
c y c l e 4990

Ma~Lmum vector >
2.30OE-04

Itasca/Falconbridge



Appendix V:5

BORE HOLE EXCAVATION - JOINT SHEAR DISPLACEMENT

Run 15. All ioints parallel

ClayI56h. Al pamM. tunnel and bore hoi* excavated, bor* hoi* effects i

i

1

•

i

j

j

i

-

r

f l
fl

3DEC (Verslon 1.3) j

Cross sectioa plot:

4-Jul-iI 10:;»

0 2E»00

vector scale

0 5E-04

dip- -CO
dd • HO.50
cer.ter O.COCE*OO

1.O00I-OS
cut -p l . O.OOOE»00
U ] - 4.00
cycle 64C0

Haxistua vec'or m

Run 16. Jset #2,3 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset #4 80/90 changed to 81.32/60

! Clay 15. Tunnel and bore hole encavaled. 8ore hole effects

3DBC (Version 1.3)

Cross section plot:

4-Jul-»l 10:3»

geometric scale

vector scale

dip- .00
dd - 110.00
center O.000E*00

-3-500E»00
l.OOOE-OS

cut-pi. o.ooor*oo
n*3 • 6.00
cycle 4990



Appendix V:6

BORE HOLE EXCAVATION - JOINT NORMAL DISPLACEMENT

Run 15. All joints parallel
QayiSWi, AH parallel, twined and bore hot* excavated, bor* hote effects

i

i

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross section p lo t :

4 -Jul -» l 10:11

feoaetric sea l *

0 2E+00

vector seal*0 1E-04
BcIO line •
JOI-.t cpt^ir;

d;p = .00
dd - 110.00
center 0.000E+00

-3.500E+00
I.OOOE-05

cut -p l - O.OOOE+00
mag • 6.00
cycle £600

Kaxittun vector "
2.599E-05

IUscaT=alcoot»rdge

Run 16. Jset #2,3 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset #4 80/90 changed to 81.32/60

| ClayiS. Tunnel and bore hole excavated. Bore hole effect»

3DBC (Version 1.3)

Cross section plot:

«-Jul-91 10:36

geometric scale

0

Bold 1
j o i n l

dip"
at -center

cut-pl
mag •
cycle

Haxifflu

me.
open

ieo!
0 .

- i .
i .

. 0 .

1E-04

in

00
00
O0OE+00
300E+00
000E-O5
OOOE+00

6.00
4990

m vector •

,,as

2.89JE-05



Appendix VI:1

HEATING PHASE T=60 DAYS - GRID POINT DISPLACEMENTS

Run 15. All joints sets parallel to tunnel axis

• djyis siv A3 p i i iW tixi ird b-rule nc jv heater o( 1500 Won lo« 60 days

A= 0 .15 B= 0.82 D= 0.15 G= 0.10

Run 16. Jset #2 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset #4 80/90 changed to 81.3/60

, CJay16 sav. 'St; pa Case", hearer on fof 60 days

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross section plct:

I2-Har-9I 12:32

vector >cale

dip» 50.00
dd - HO.00
center O.COOE+00

-J.OGO£«00
1.000E-05

cut-pl. O.COOE+00
U ) " S.00
cycle 8750

Haxiaua vector •
9.438E-0»

A= 0.33 B= 0.87 D= 0.11 G= 0.08



Appendix VI:2

HEATING PHASE T=60 DAYS - JOINT SHEAR DISPLACEMENTS

Run 15. All joints sets parallel to tunnel axis

gay i S tav. All paraW. u t and a-ftcfr encav. Iwaiei a» 1500 w on to SO dayi

3OEC (Version 1.3)

F / \l i cross section plot:

•ector seal*

| dip» »0-00
i ii • HO.00
center O.0C3E»C3

-2.SCCE.C0
1.CC0E-33

cut-pi- O.00CE«3O
•sag • (.00

i cycle »«50

Ksziaua vector >
5-103E-C4

Il»ic»/F»lconbndg«

A= 0.25 B= 0.49 C= 0.04 H= 0.07 1= 0.03

Run 16. Jset #2 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset #4 80/90 changed to 81.3/60

> Clay 16 sav. *S?;pa Case* heater on for 60 days
1 1

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross section plot:

geoBw-ric scale

0 2E»00

vector scale

dip> 90.20
dd - 110.00
center 0.000e*00

-2.000E+00
1.000E-05

cut-pl. O.OOOE»00
SLB9 " 6.00
cycle »750

Haximun vector *
5.89«f-04

itaicaTalconbfidg»

A= 0.31 B= 0.55 C= 0.03 H= 0.05 1= 0.03



Appendix VI:3

HEATING PHASE T=60 DAYS - JOINT NORMAL DISPLACEMENTS

Run 15. All joints sets parallel to tunnel axis

' Cjy15 s*v. A» par«i«*. ft«i tnd bho<* n o i . ^ > » t o( tSOO W on to» 60 <!ayi

/
• > • '

i

j
1

1
! :

/'/

•——^.

i

I
1
!

/
/J

\
i

•—i.

~J 3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross section plot:

• -Jal - l l 11:55

trie seal*

A= 0.00 B= 0.02 C= 0.00 E= 0.05 H= 0.00 1= 0.00

Run 16. Jset #2 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset #4 80/90 changed to 81.3/60

| Oay!6 sav. *S:npa Case*. hga'?f on fcx

3DEC (Version 1.3

12-M«r-5I 12:36

9e metric scale

Bold line =
joint opening
dip- »0.00
dd • 110.00
c«ncer O.OOOC-fOO

-2.000E*C3
I.OOOE-O;

cut-pl. O.OOOE.CO
«J<J • S.00
cycle »750

A= 0.02 B= 0.03 C^ 0.00 E= 0.07 H= 0.00 1= 0.00



Appendix VI:4

COOLING PHASE T=60 DAYS - GRID POINT DISPLACEMENTS

Run 15. All joints sets parallel to tunnel axis

. AI p»»M. 60 CT,

^ j 3DEC (Version 1.3)

'A
{ Cross section plot:

7-M«r-»l 14:<0

trie seal*

vector seal*

1 .1 d i p - »O.CO
! ,'| dd - 110.00

•> c e n t e r O.OCOE.OO
i -3.CC3E»3O

l.CCCE-OS
c u t - p l . O.O0CE»03
u ? • t.JO
cycle

Maxiaua vector -
4.«t4E-C4

flasc^TafconCindge

A= 0 . 1 6 B= 0 .34 D= 0 . 0 9 G= 0 . 0 2

Run 16. Jset #2 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset #4 80/90 changed to 81.3/60

| CUy 16 sav.'Stnpa Casa*. 60 days of heating plus 60 days of coolmg

S ] 3OEC (Version 1.3)

•f / i
;' ! Cross section plot:

| i i_ , i .„:,

'I i qeoswtric scale

vector »c«le

dip' »0.00
dd • 110.00
center O.00CE*O0

-7.00CE«03
I.005E-05

cut-pl. O.0C0E»30
W19 * 6.00
cycl» 12750

Haxlaua vector .
3.5S7C-0»

A= 0.10 = 0.31 D= 0.08 G= 0 .02



Appendix VI:5

COOLING PHASE T=60 DAYS - JOINT SHEAR DISPLACEMENTS

Run 15. All joints sets parallel to tunnel axis

> •• 5 w . * i pjraie:. K axfi at tttxnq pfca 60 <i*>*

M l 3 O E C 0 " r * > o n 1.3)

= 0.08 B= 0.23 C= 0.02 H= 0.03 1^ 0.03

Run 16. Jset #2 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset #4 80/90 changed to 81.3/60

C.'*v*6 s*v.*S'.-?a Cat*" .60 days of > * : n j p_s 6*3 da>

30£C (Version 1.3)

L4J—L

i Z L_

<!ip- »COO
si ie 00center O.OC?E«CO

- 3 . C : : E » 3 0
l.CCCE-05

c u t - p i - O.053E»OO
u « • ( . 0 3
cy=Ie 12550

Kaxisnia vrctor .

A= 0 . 1 2 B-= 0 . 3 1 C= 0 .02 0 . 0 3 1= 0 . 0 3



Appendix VI:6

COOLING PHASE T=60 DAYS - JOINT NORMAL DISPLACEMENTS

Run 15. All joints sets parallel to tunnel axis

Gay ' Ssav. AH parallel. 60 days ot heating ptus 60 days of cooling

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Croaa section plot:

4-Jul- l l 12:18

geoaMtric scale

2E+00

vector acala

*] ] joints
opening

dip" 90.00
dd « 180.00
center O.OOOE+00

-2.000E+00
1.000E-05

cut -p l . O.OOOE+00
Bag • 6.00
cycle 12662

vector •
2.758E-O4

Hasca/Falcontxidge

A = 0 . 0 4 B = 0 . 0 4 C = 0 . 0 0 E = 0 . 0 2 H = 0 . 0 0 1 = 0 . 0 0

Run 16. Jset #2 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset #4 80/90 changed to 81.3/60

CIay16, 60 days of heating plus 60 davs of cooling

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Croft section plot:

«-Jul-91 12:01

aeoaetric i ca le

2E*00

vector scale

A l l J o i n t s

dip- 90.00
dd - 180.00
center O.OOOE+00

-2.000E»00
1.000E-05

cut-pl. 0.000E+00
mag • 6.00
cycle 12750

Haxiaum vector •
2.67<E-0«

Ila&ca/Falconbftdga

A = 0 . 0 5 B = 0 . 0 4 C = 0 . 0 0 E = 0 . 0 1 H = 0 . 0 0 1 = 0 . 0 0



Appendix VI:7

THERMAL HEATING FOR 60 DAYS - GRID POINT DISPLACEMENT

Run 15. All joints parallel

day15.»av.A»pfalltl.unandb-hol««xc»v.h«al««ol1500Won<or60day»

\

1
\ L

\ I I t ,

\\

\ *

A

i i i ? *

i W
1 ipl

^T

3DEC (Version 13)

Crocs »action plot:

»-Apr-» 14:0)

ttrlc seal*

vector scale

dip* .00
dd - .00
center O.OOOC+00

-3.500E-.00
l.OOOE-OS

cut -p l . 0.000E«00
•U9 • 6 .00
cycle 9450

Haxinust vector m

4.782E-04
ftasca/Faiconbridga

Run 16. Jset #2,3 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset #4 80/90 changed to 81.32/60

Clay 16 sav, 'Stripa Case*, healer on for 60 days

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross section plot:

4-Jul-91 12:32

geometric scale

2E«00

vector scale

dip" .00
dd « 180.00
center O.O00E+00

-3.500E+00
1.000E-05

CUt-pl. 0,OOOE*00
inag • 6.00
cycle 8750

vector •
5.221E-04

ItascaTaiconbndge



Appendix VI:8

THERMAL HEATING FOR 60 DAYS - JOINT SHEAR DISPL.

Run 15. All joints parallel

daylS.sav. AI paraMI. t n *nd b^ole »xcav. Iwaitr at iS00 W en tw 60 days

-

:

»•
" 1

r-: M
• f "

; :

-

1

V •

•

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross s*ction plot :

}6-Apr-n H:26

qeoaetric scale

0 2E*C5

vector »cale0 1E-03

dip" .00
dd - .00
center O.OOOE»00

-3.500E»00
1.000E-05

c u t - p l . 0.000E*00
8U9 " 6.00
cyc le 9»50

Kaxinum vector >
2.576E-04

Itasca/Falconbridge

Run 16. Jset #2,3 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset #4 80/90 changed to 81.32/60

CJayiSsav, 'Svipa CaM*, heater on for 60 days

3DEC (Version 1,3)

Cross section plot:

26-Apr-91 14:48

geometric scale

2E + 00

vector scale

dip» .00
dd • leo.oo
center 0.OOOE+CO

-3.SO0E+C0
1.000E-05

cut-pl. O.OOOE+00
mag * 6.00
cyclB 87^0

Maximum vector •
3.161E-04

ItascaTalconbndge



Appendix VI:9

THERMAL HEATING FOR 60 DAYS - JOINT NORMAL DISPL.

Run 15. All joints parallel

day 15sav. Al parallel, tun and b-hol» »icav. htalw o) 1500 W on tor 60 day»

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross sect ion pic*:

4-JU1-91 12:10

:trlc scala

2E+00

vector i c a l e

Sold line *
joint opening

dip 3 .00
dd - 180.00
center O.OOOE+00

-3.5OOE+OO
I.OOOE-05

cut -p l . O.OOOE+00
mag • 6.00
cycle 9450

Maximum vector •
I.497E-05

Ita&ca/Falconbfidge

Run 16. Jset #2,3 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset #4 80/90 changed to 81.32/60

Clay16sav. "Slnpa Case', heater on tor 60 day»

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Crosi section plot:

4-Jul-91 12:34

geometric scale

2E400

vector acale

All Joints
closing

d i p - .00
dd • 180.00
center O.OOOE+00

-3.5OOE+0O
1.000E-05

c u t - p l . O.OOOE+00
mag « 6.00
cyc le 8150

Maximum vector •
5.484F.-05

Hasca'Falconbridge



Appendix VI:10

THERKAL HEATING FOR 60 DAYS PLUS 60 DAYS OF COOLING
- GRID POINT DISPL.

Run 15. All joints parallel

Clay I 5.sav. All paiallel. 60 days of healing plus 60 days of cooling

-
• * . —

" ' % = .

; -

: :

Jt J*

"

I"

V I I

.̂ \ \ \

^\

a

t

/t

? /• / / 3f/',< v̂  v

<

1

j '

r
s

S 9

• '

!

•

-

-

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross section p lo t :

29-xpr-»l t : lC

9*oaetric scale

0 2E*0O

vector seals0 1E-03

dip- .00
dd - 180.00
center C.OOGE+00

-3.500ETOO
l.OOOE-05

c u t - p l . O.OOCE+00
mag * 6.00
cycle 12862

Maximum vector •
T.788E-04

liasca/FaJconbrfdgs

Run 16. Jset #2,3 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset #4 80/90 changed to 81.32/60

Clay16sav,"Sthpa Case', 60 days of heating plus 60 days of cooling

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross section plot:

26-Apr-91 13:38

geometric scale

2E+00

vector scale

0 IE-03

dip.
dd •
center

cut-pl

cycle

H « i » u

. 0 0
180.00

0.0OOE+00
-3.5OOE»OO

l.OOOE-05
. 0.0OOE+00

6.00
12750

• vector *
J.002E-0»

IlatcaTalconbfidg



Appendix VI:11

THERMAL HEATING FOR 60 DAYS PLUS 60 DAYS OF COOLING
- JOINT SHEAR DISPL.

Run 15. All joints parallel

Clayi S sav. AD paraM. 60 d*yi o( rwatmg plus 60 days ot cooiing

•

3DEC (Version 1.3)

Cross sactioD plot:

4-Jul-91 12:IS

aeomtric seal*

0 2E+00

vector scale

0 2E-O3

dip» .00
ai ' leo.oo
center O.OOOE+00

-3.500E+00
1.000E-05
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Appendix VI:12

THERMAL HEATING FOR 60 DAYS PLUS 60 DAYS OF COOLING
- JOINT NORMAL DISPL.
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Appendix VII:1

Mechanical and
thermal calculations

Internal pressure
calculations

1: Consolidation
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Appendix VII:2

TUNNEL PRESSDRI3ATION - GRID POINT DISPLACEMENTS

Run 20. Jset #2 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset #4 80/90 changed to 81.3/60
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Appendix VII:3

TUNNEL PRESSURIZATION - JOINT SHEAR DISPLACEMENTS

Run 20. Jset #2 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset #4 80/90 changed to 81.3/60
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Appendix VII:4

TUNNEL PRESSURIZATION - JOINT NORMAL DISPLACEMENTS

Run 20. Jset #2 75/270 changed to 78.4/310
Jset #4 80/90 changed to 81.3/60
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